1999-2000 Letters by Morehead State University. Students Government Association.
( ) 
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Larry Stephenson '#J> 
RE: SGA Executive Committee Workships 
The following students have been elected to the executive committee of the Student 
Government Association for the 1999-2000 academic year. 
Brandon W. Fraley President 
SS# 406-31-4447 ID#355463 
Nie D. Wilson Executive Vice President 
SS# 401-23-1066 ID#458970 
Teresa S. Johnson VP for Administration 
SS# 088-64-1959 ID#438328 
Joel A. Chaffins VP for Finance 
SS# 403-39-9199 ID#374705 
Holly DeMint VP for Programming 
SS# 288-82-8397 ID#416049 
K. Rachel Cornwell VP for Publicity 
SS# 407-35-6110 ID#364308 
Please determine and notify me of the status of each for eligibility for a 10 hour per 
week workstudy for the Fall·and Spring Semesters 1999-2000. 
Brandon W. Fraley is to be awarded a 20 hour per week workstudy from the 
Scholarship Account (10-709900-50660). As we have discussed previously, each 
officer will be granted this workstudy, and f9r those officers, other than Brandon, 
not qualifying for a Federal Workstudy, the SGA will utilize their funds to · 
reimburse for them to be awarded an Institutional Workstudy. 
Xe: Mike Mincey / 
Brandon W. Fraley 
) 






RE: SGA Scholarships for Executive Officers 
The Student Government Association Executive Committee members are to each 
receive a $100 Scholarship per semester for the 1999-2000 Fall and Spring 
Semesters. Total award of$200 each is to be paid from the SGA funds. 
The officers receiving these scholarships are: . 
Brandon W. ~raley 
SS# 406-31-4447 
ID#355463 
Nie D. Wilson 
SS# 4_01-23-1066 
ID#458970 
Teresa S. Johnson 
SS# 088-64-1959 
ID#438328 






K. Rachel Cornwell 
SS# 407-35-6110 
ID#364308 
In the past, the SGA has been billed for these scholarships per semester at $100 
each. That procedure may again be followed. 
In addition, the SGA President, Brandon W. Fraley, is to be awarded a leadership 
grant of $800.00, and a 20 hour per week workstudy from university funds. 
'±Jilli Soo e<ic."1 ~~""'e6fel' 
Xe: Mike Mincey 
Rhonda Swim / 
Brandon W. Fraley 
May 3, 1999 
M E MORANDUM 
TO: Tim Rhodes 
FROM: Larry Stephenson 
RE: SGA Endowment Fund Scholarships 
The four SGA Endowment Fund Scholarship receipents for 1999-2000 have been selected by the 
SGA Endowment Fund Committee, with your assistance. This years winners are: 
Melvin L. Chase 
Tanyeka Holt 








ss . 400-35-2663 
SSN. 510-62-3457 
As the amount of this award is dependent upon the interest earned, the amount will not be known 
until after the June 30, posting of interest. 
I will noti fy you of the amount after the MSU Foundation informs me of the interest 
accumulated through June 30, 1999, and the detennination of the individual amounts of 
the scholarships. 
August 2, 1999 
Tim 
I have received notification today from Johnda Lockhart that the interest generated for 
this year will permit us to award each of the above an SGA Endowment Fund Scholarship 
for the 1999-2000 year in the amount of $1,000.00 each. 
As we have done previously, you are to award each of these students the $1,000 at an 
amount of $500 for each Fall and Spring semesters. As you have done previously, you are 
to invoice Johnda Lockhart at the MSU Foundation for these funds 
Thanks,---Larry 
xc: Mike Mincey 
Rhonda Swim 
Bill Higginbotham 








RE: SGA Endowment Fund Scholarships 
The four SGAEndowment Fund Scholarship receipents for 1999-2000 have been selected by the 
SGA Endowment Fund Committee, with your assistance. This years winners are: 
Melvin L. Chase 
Tanyeka Holt 










As the amount of this award is dependent upon the interest earned, the amount will not be known 
until after the June 30, posting of interest. 
I will notify you of the amount after the MSU Foundation informs me of the interest 
accumulated through June 30, 1999, and the determination of the individual amounts of 
the scholarships. 




Brandon Fraley r/' 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
MSU Student Government Association 
Attn: Brandon Fraley, President 
UPO Box 1331 
150 University Boulevard 
Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Dear Brandon: 




201 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD BLDG. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2022 
FAX: 606--783-2216 
SGA' recent gift of $4,000 to MSU i deeply appreciated and I want to assure you 
that it will be used in accordance with your wishes. 
It certainly is no secret that an public institutions of higher ducation have financial 
need which cannot be met with appropriated funds and student fee . Private gifts like 
yours enable u to tretch our re ources in the e tough time and to continue to pro ide 
quality. 
In compliance with Section 170 (f) (8) of the Internal Revenue Code, I hereby certify 
that you have received no good or services in exchange for your gift. This letter will erve 
as your official receipt. 
Please help me spread the word to others who also have the means to help and 
thanks again for being such a speciaJ friend. 
cc: Larry Stephen on 
ehf 
Ronald G. Eaglin 
President 





OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING, RESEARCH AND EFFECTIVENESS 317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 








Ronald G. Eaglin, Ph.D., President 
Charles H. Morgan, Jr. Ph.D. ~ 
Alan R. Baldwin 
Co-cha_irs, University Planning Committee 
May 27, 1999 
Annual Report of the Committee 
FAX: 606-783-5043 
This was a busy year for the University Planning Committee. In addition to the review of 
Strategic Initiatives normally accomplished by the Committee, reviews of the University 
Plan and of the planning process were completed. 
•, -· Attached hereto is a copy of the final rankings of the Strategic Initiatives submitted to the 
Committee for review. These rankings were sent to your office early in the budget year 
and a number have been incorporated in the various drafts of the 1999-2000 budget. 
A subcommittee of the Committee, chaired by Rodney Stanley, Ph.D. reviewed the 
University Plan. The subcommittee and full (;ommittee found that the go.als set in the 
University Plan were still valid and that many still had not been fully met. The Committee 
recommends that these goals be re-affirmed and· that more emphasis be given to these 
goals in the planning process. This Committee should take a more active role in reviewing 
the Plan at the beginning of the academic year, and working through the Strategic Initiative 
process._ In additio,:i, th~.sul)committee recognized the need for an adminlstrator, at a fairly -
high level, to coordinate strategic planning for the whole institution. 
Another subcommittee, chaired by Janet Kenney, Ph.D., reviewed the planning process 
and organization with an eye to· the SACS requirements regarding planning. This 
subcommittee submitter;/ a d;aft revision of the Committee structure and charge, which 
was discussed at length by the whole Committee. A final draft of the proposed revisions 
to the structure and charge of the Planning Committee is attached. Given the importance 
of the strategic planning process related to the upcoming review by SACS, the Committee 
strongly recommends that action be taken on the recommended changes in its structure 
and charge as soon as possible. We would respectfully request that some response to or 
action on these recommendations be taken by mid-September, so that changes can be 
implemented during our SACS year of record. 
MSU is on offirmcitive action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
In addition, the Committee was strongly in consensus that' the;e is a great need for the 
establishment of a position of Director of Planning within the University administration. 
The time and effort required to coordinate and monitor the planning activities of the various 
units on campus, and the work involved in integrating plans from the various units, are 
massive. The Planing Committee is made up of faculty and staff whose service on the 
Committee is in addition to their other work responsibilities. The co-chairs of the 
Committee have tried, with only limited success, to carry out these necessary functions. 
The Committee believes that a Director of Planning, at a level of administrative 
responsibility where this individual reports directly to the President, could accomplish these 
tasks and make the planning process at Morehead State University more of a genuine 
strategic one. This would also bring us more closely into compliance with the SACS 
statements regarding planning. 






1999/2000 Strategic Activities 
by Division and Rank 
Admissions/Fin Aid Secreta 
Admin. & Fiscal Information Technology Convert fixed-term programming 
Services ositions to Standin I 
Student Life 7 Admissions/Fin Aid l.:.ptop computers for admissions $ 4,000 R $ 4,000 19.00 20.00 12.n 51.77 27 
counselors 
Academic Affairs 20 Camden-Carroll Lib Expansion of Library's learning $ 4,000 OT $ 4,000 6.00 25.00 20.09 51.09 28 
technol lab 
Academic Affairs 9 Art Completion of multimedia lab in CY 111 $ 22,240 OT $ 22,240 17.00 17.00 15.45 49.45 29 
Student Life 10 Admissions/Fin Aid Nnn-traditional Recruiter $ 34,852 R $ 34,852 16.00 20.00 9.55 45.55 30 
Academic Affairs 18 Women's Studies Women's Studies Program operating $ 18,029 R $ 4,800 OT $ 22;829 8.00 24.00 12.27 44.27 31 
Pro ram bl.id et 
Admin. & Fiscal 9 Human Resources Staff development activities $ 4,000 R $ 6,400 OT $ 10,400 17.00 22.00 4.91 43.91 32 
Services 
Student Life 6 Multicultural Student Se:cretary $ 17,946 R $ 17,946 20.00 20.00 3.64 43.64 33 
Services 
Academic Affairs 6 Elem, Rdg & Spec Ed Professional development activities for $ 1,200 R $ 1,200 OT $ 2,400 20.00 17.00 6.59 43,59 34 
facu 
Admin. & Fiscal 6 Information Technology Academic computer systems $ 13,050 R $ 89,000 OT $102,050 20.00 17.00 6.59 43.59 35 
Services enhancement 
Student Life 3 Student Housing Residence Education Director $ 49,748 R $ 49,748 23.00 12.00 8.23 43.23 36 
Pro funds 
President 3 Dev & Alumni Rel Enhance MOREHEAD STATEMENT & $ 20,000 R $ 20,000 23.00 15.00 5.23 43.23 37 
Admin. & Fiscal 10 Budgets & Mngt Info $ 31,770 R $ 31,770 16.00 18.00 8,73 42.73 38 
Services 
Academic Affairs 15 Industrial Education Weldin lab renovation $ 25,000 OT $ 25,000 11.00 20.00 11.45 42.45 39 
President 4 Dev & Alumni Rel Funding for Annual Campus Giving $ 5,000 R $ 5,000 22.00 15.00 5,05 42.05 40 
Cem ai n 
Academic Affairs 17 Testin Office Clas $ 7,000 OT $ 7,000 9,00 20.00 12.77 41.77 41 
Student Life 8 Student Activities Assistant Coor $ 22,865 R $ 22,865 18.00 20.00 3.45 41.45 42 
Academic Affairs 19 International Educ Center for International Education $ 15,552 R $ 4,800 OT $ 20,352 7.00 25.00 7.14 39.14 43 
Pro o eratin bud et 
Academic Affairs 14 Physical Sciences Renovation of Chemistry/Geoscience $125,000 OT $125,000 12.00 20.00 6.50 38.50 44 
labs 
Student Life 9 Intercollegiate Athletics Assistant Athletic Trainer $ 27,400 R $ 27,400 17.00 20.00 0,00 37.00 45 
Academic Affairs 16 Graduate Office Graduate Office recruitment strate ies $ 500 R $ 2,000 OT $ 2,500 10.00 13.00 12.09 35.09 46 
Admin. & Fiscal 7 Information Technology Replacement/expansion of emergency $160,000 OT $160,000 19.00 12.00 2.95 33.95 47 
Services tele hones on cam us 
January 29, 1999 Page2 
Draft Revision 
PLANNING COMMITTEE 
Termination Date: Standing Committee, re-established April, 1994; revised July, 1997; 
revised 1999. 
Purpose: To serve as the central review and recommendatory group for the organizational 
planning process. This process must incorporate an appropriate plan, as well as a 
functioning planning and evaluation process, which identifies and integrates projected 
educational, physical and financial development, and incorporates procedures for program 
review and institutional improvement. 
Membership: It is recommended that the following changes be made to the membership 
roster: 
• Four Vice Presidents, 
• Four Faculty Senators, one from each college, one of which would be Chair-Elect of the 
Senate, 
• Four faculty, one from each college, elected by the faculty from that college, 
• One professional Librarian, elected by the professional Librarians, 
• Five staff, one from each division and those units reporting directly to the President 
appointed by the Staff Congress, one of which would be the Vice-Chair of the Staff 
Congress, 
• One student selected by the Student Government Association, 
• One Dean, elected by the Deans, 
• One Department Chair, elected by the Department Chairs, 
• One Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
• One Assistant Vice President for Information Technology 
• One Director, Admissions and financial Aid, 
• One Director, Budgets and Management Information, 
• One Director, Institution Planning, 
• One Director, Camden-Carroll Library, 
• One Director, Research, Grants and Contracts, and 
• One Director of Planning. 
All members will be voting. 
Terms of office for all members, except Faculty Senate Chair-Elect, Staff Congress Vice-
Chair, and Student representative, will be. three (3) years with staggering of terms to 
provide continuity of membership. Replacement of Faculty Senate Chair-Elect and Staff 
Congress Vice Chair may necessitate replacement of other representatives to meet 
requirements for distribution of representatives across colleges and/or administrative 
divisions. 
Members of the Committee missing three (3) consecutive, or a total of five (5) regular 
Committee or sub-committee meetings during the academic year shall automatically be 
j dropped from membership on the Committee. The member, after receiving written notice 
of removal from the Committee, can appeal, in writing, to the Executive Sub-committee if 
..... 
) 
he or she feel that extenuating circumstances exist for the absences. The Executive Sub-
committee shall determine whether any absences should be waived and membership on 
the Committee re-instated. Any unexpired term will be_ filled by special election by the 
constituency involved. 
Duties and Responsibilities: 
1. To annually review and update the University's Strategic plan and recommendations 
from all task forces appointed by the President for budgetary review. 
2. To recommend and prioritize capital construction projects. 
3. To examine resource allocations with analysis of productivity and costs and to make 
resource allocation recommendations consistent with the University mission. 
4. To monitor compliance with SACS requirements concerning planning. 
Officers: To be elected by the Committee from its membership: 
• Chair, 
• Vice-Chair, and 
• Secretary. 
Frequency of Meetings: As needed each year, with at least one meeting of the committee 
as a whole each semester. The Committee will function through establishment of four (4) 
standing subcommittees and an executive subcommittee const{tuted of the Chair, Vice 
Chair, Secretary, and the four subcommittee chairs. 
Reporting Channels: Recommendatory to the President. 
Minutes and· Proposals Copied to: Faculty Senate, Staff Congress, Student Government 
Association, and the Library. 








Morehead State University 
Office of Public Safety 
100 Laughlin Health Building 
(606) 783-2822 
Porter Dailey, Vice President for Administration -
and Fiscal Services 
GA 
Richard F. Green, Director of Public Safety rtr 
Jeffery s. Stewart, Coordinator, Environmental Health 
and Safety ~ 
June 17, 1999 
campus Safety and Security Survey - June 16, 1999 
' 
1. On June 16, 1999, we conducted the required semi-annual campus 
survey. Those participating in the survey were, Richard Green, 
Director of Public Safety and Jeffery Stewart, Coordinator of 
Environmental Health and Safety. 
2. Only one area is recommended for new improvement. That area is 
the north end of Lakewood Terrace which is now basically 
unoccupied. The parking in that area has been assigned to 
Continuing Education and the various staff members now working in 
Waterfield Hall. Recommendation: Install a roof light on Vansant 
Hall to light the area encompassed by Shader, Vansant, and Royalty. 
3. We noted significant progress on previously identified needs. 
Generally, the campus is well illuminated. 







Morehead state university 
Office of Public Safety 




Planck, Director of Physical Plant 
Green, Director of Public Safety<j),tj 
Stewart, coordinator of Env~nmental 
Health and Safety~-<'JY 
June 17, 1999 
Semi-Annual campus Safety Survey - Lighting 
1. The following is a list of lights that were noted to be out 
when we conducted our June 16, 1999, campus safety walk: 
a. Wilson Hall - One street light out over the stop sign in 
front of the building. 
b. Lakewood Terrace - Sidewalk light out over the walk 
between Holbrook and Haggen Halls. 
c. Alumni Tower - The light on the northeast end stairway 
(leading to Perkins Hall) is out. This causes severe 
shadowing on the stairs. 
d. Ward Oates at Henry Ward Place - Street light out. This 
is a repeat finding over a period of several semesters. 
e. Second st. at Univ. Blvd. - Street light on corner is out. 
f. Breckinridge - A rear porch light, north side, is out. 
g. Reed Hall - Two roof lights are out on the east side 
(facing the Combs Lot). This made the lot too dark. 
h. Lloyd Cassity - The loading dock light is out .ancithis 
caused the sidewalk area to be poorly illuminated. 
i. Univ. Blvd. - Street light across from Fields Hall on the 
south s¼e-"of the Blvd. at the Greek walk is out. This is a 
-~very -nigh traffic area and should be given a priority. 
I 
/ 
j • Fields Hall - Sidewalk light on the east side of the 
walk to the main entran9e_is• out. 
--~ 
k. Button - Hall - The roof light on the south side is out 
(facing the Presidents home). 
-- -==-
1. Rader Hall - A sidewalk light on the west end of Rader, 
/ .. near Ginger Hall is out. 
m. Cartmell Hall - A patio light on the northwest corner is 
out. 
2. This is a supplemental report to the Semi-Annual Security 
Survey for the Spring semester 1999. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
MSU Student Government Association 
Attn: Brandon Fraley, President 
UPO Box 1331 
150 Univer ity Blvd. 
Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Dear Brandon: 




201 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2022 
FAX: 606-783-2216 
The SGA's recent gift of $16 500 to MSU for the SGA Endowment Fund is deeply 
appreciated. 
It certainly is no secret that all public in titution of higher education have financial 
needs which cannot be met with appropriated funds and student t . Private gift like 
yours enable us to stretch our resources in these tough times, and to continue to provide 
quality. 
In compliance with Section 170 (t) (8) of the Internal Revenue ode, I hereby certify 
that you have received no goods or services in exchange for your gift. This letter will erve 
as your official receipt. 
Plea e help me spread th word to others who also have the means to help, and 
thanks again for being such a special friend. 
ehf 
cc: Larry Stephenson 
Sincerely 
~£y 
Ronald G. Eaglin 
Pre ident 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunlly educationa l Institution. 
.... 
a> 
~ ..... . ... 
MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TO: 
FROM: 
MSU Student Organizations 
David G. Cox, Greek A.flairs & Student Organizations Coordinator ~iCJ 
DATE: 8 July 1999 
RE: Student's Interest in Your Organization 
Attached is a copy of a request card that my office has received from a student inquiring about 
your organization. Please contact the student below and/or send them information about joining 
your organization . 
w. s::: • 
<O (/)-::, cc 
ll.l ::J 
- (I) a. C ,..... <D 
(D C-. a. (I) 
<D -::J ll.l - ::, 
0 a. 
-, -<O ::r 
ll.l ll.l 
::J -;,r3 
ll.l '< --·o Oc ::, -, 
"--, ::r <D 
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MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
1 
' 
TO: }Brandon Fraley, SGA President 
Larry Stephenson, Director of Student Activities 
Kenny White, Director of Student Housing . 
FROM: Beth Patrick, Asst. VP for Information Technology~ 
DATE: July 8, 1999 
RE: 1999/2000 Eagle Video Channel Line-ups 
It is difficult to believe that it has been a year since the implementation of the new Eagle 
Video Network that provides state-of-the-art digital video services to our campus 
residence halls. We continue to get positive feedback from the students regarding the 
cable TV services and look for new ways to continue to improve and expand the 
services offered. Last year, we were able to use the cable TV revenue to expand the 
Eagle Video Network into Gilley Apartments. · 
Each year we evaluate the contract we maintain with our satellite service provider and 
make any necessary revisions to the channel line-ups and price structure for the 
optional extended tier and premium channel services. Some changes in the basic and 
extended tier line-ups are being implemented for the 99/00 fiscal year in an effort to 
increase extended tier subscriptions and generate a fund source to maintain and make 
future improvements and expansions to the existing system. We were pleased to be 
able to accommodate a request from several Family Housing residents to move the 
Cartoon Channel to the (free) basic service lineup this year. 
The attached Eagle Video Network channel line-up outlines the changes that will go into 
effect from the 98/99 to the 99/00 fiscal period and compares our services and pricing 
with the those available from the local cable TV service provider. You can see our 
students will continue to get 27 channels with the Basic Service at no cost and an 
additional 21channels with the extended tier at approximately $9 per month I perroom. 
When that cost is shared with one or more roommates, they can have a deluxe cable TV 
package for the entire semester for less cost than an average pizza! 
If you have any questions regarding the new Eagle Video Network services, please feel 
free to contact me. I hope that we can count on your support to assist with any student 
inquiries that may result from these changes to the channel line-ups. 
Attachment 
cc: Porter Dailey, Vice President for Administration and Fiscal Services 
Mike Mincey, Vice President for Student Life 
Amy Moore, Information Technology Operations Manager 
1998-99 Eagle Video 1999-00 Eagle Video Frontier Vision 
Services Services Services* 
ihannel Basic Service - FREE Channel Basic Service - FREE Channe4 Economy Pkg. -$10.11/mth 
2 WKYT- 27 CBS 2 WKYT-27CBS 2 WKYT-27 CBS 
3 CNN 3 CNN 3 WSAZ-3NBC 
4 WDKY-56 FOX 4 WDKY - 56 FOX 4 WDKY-56 FOX 
5 TelecOnferencing 5 Teleconferencing 5 Local Programming 
6 MSU - lV 6 MSU-lV 6 ave Shopping NetW011c 
7 KET Star Channel 7 KET Star Channel 7 WTBS - Atlanta SUpers1ation 
8 WLEX-18 NBC 8 WLEX-18 NBC 8 WLEX-18NBC 
9 History Channel 9 History Channel 9 WCP0-9CBS 
10 WTVQ - 36ABC 10 WTVQ-36ABC 10 WTVQ-36ABC 
11 PBS 11 PBS/ALS 11 WGN Chicago Superslallon 
12 The Leaming Channel 12 The Learning Channel 12 MSU/The Leaming Channel 
13 WKMR-28 KET 13 WKMR-28KET 13 WKMR-28 KET 
14 BET 14 Headline News 
15 CMlV 15 MSNBC Deluxe Pkg. - $17 .44/mth (additional) 
16 MlV 16 CNN lnternattonal 14 ESPN 
17 ESPN 17 Weather Channel 15 TNT 
18 Weather Channel 18 TNT 16 USA 
19 WTBS 19 WTBS 17 SCI-Fl 
20 USA 20 USA 18 Family Channel 
21 TNT 21 Nickelodeon 19 CSPAN 
22 Cartoon Channel 22 Cartoon Channel 22 Disney 
73 Ch. 7 local low power 73 Ch. 7 local low power 23 History Channel 
74 CSPAN 74 CSPAN 24 Nickelodeon 
75 CSPAN II 75 CSPAN II 25 Discc,,,,,ery Channel 
76 Bloomberg Television 26 CNN 
n CNBC 27 Weather Channel 
78 America's Health Network 28 CNBC 
29 Lifetime 
30 CMT 
Extended Tier - $36/sernester Extended Tier - $36/a rnester 31 The Nashville Network 
26 Ameocan Movie Classics 26 American MOiiie Classics 32 MTV 
27 Lifetime 27 Lifetime 33 VH 1 
28 Discovery Channel 28 Discovery Channel 34 Faith & Values 
29 A&E 29 A&E 35 A&E 
30 Family Channel 30 Family Channel 36 Comedy Central 
31 CNN International 31 Tuner Classic MOVies 
32 Court TV 32 Gameshow Network Premium Channels 
33 Bloomberg Television 33 SCI-Fl 1 HBO - $12/mttl 
34 CNBC 34 Comedy Central 20 Sha.Ytime - $10.95/mth 
35 America's Health Network 35 El 21 The Mollie Channel - $9.95/mth 
36 Turner Classic Movies 36 ESPN 63 Clnnemax - $8.99/mth 
37 MSNBC 37 ESPN2 
38 Gameshow Network. 38 ESPN News Additional Charges 
39 Comedy Central 39 The Nashville Network $49.50 - lnstallatlon 
40 E! 40 CMTV S 2.56/mth - Cable Box 
41 ESPN2 41 MlV S .24/mth • Remote 
42 ESPN News 42 M2 
43 Headline News 43 BET "Pricing as of 5/21/99 
44 SCI-Fl 44 VH1 
45 Nickelodeon 45 Much Music 
46 The NashviUe Network 46 CourtlV 
47 VH 1 
48 Much Music 
49 M2 
Premlwn Channels Premium Channels 
71 HBO - $45/semester 71 HBO - $45/semester EAGLE VIDEO 72 Showtlme - $30/semester 72 Showtlme - $30/semester 
NETWORK 
~ l'JA'T'I.~ 
Indicates channels that go from Extended Tler ($36/semester) to Basic Service 
Indicates channels that go from Basic Service (FREE} to EJdended Tler. 
... . 
NIC 
► Voice Mail Password: SGA99 
► IO hours / week work schedule, give time cards to Teresa 
► A calendar of events for the fall semester is included. Remember that 
your attendance is required to all SGA sponsored activities! 
► Please mark this date especially! 
September 17-18: SGA Retreat @Blue Lick State Park 
► Finalize Retreat ASAP 
► Get w/ Joel and I to work on Web.Page 
► Get w/ me to discuss committees 
► Get w/ Joel and I to discuss committee budgets 
► You are in charge of the following projects for the Fall semester 
Retreat 




Holiday Tree Lighting Party 
► Anything that I have forgotten! 
=> 
TERESA 
► Voice Mail Password: SGA99 
► 10 hours/ week work schedule, give time cards to Teresa 
► A calendar of events for the fall semester is included. Remember that 
your attendance is required to all SGA sponsored activities! 
► Please mark this date especially! 
September 17-18: SGA Retreat@ Blue Lick State Park 
► Congratulations! Not only are you VP for Administratio~ but you are 
also the OFFICE MANAGER. You will talce phone messages, constantly 
check voice mail, and collect time· cards each week. 
► Get with Joel and I to work on the Web Page 
► Update filling cabinet 
► You are in charge of the following projects for the Fall sem~ster 
Organizing Congress Elections 
· (Election Sign-Up Sheets & Workers) 
Organizing Homecoming Elections 
(Workers) 
Oi;-ganizing SGA Retreat Handbooks 
(Constitution, Committee Information etc.) 
Congress Information Sheets 
Minutes 
Proposals 
Letters to Student Organizations 
(Blue/Gold Ball, SGA Senior of the Month, MSU Message Board, and 
President for a Day Contest) 
► Anything that I have forgotten! 
JOEL 
► Voice Mail Password: SGA99 
► 10 hours / week work schedule, give time cards to Teresa 
► A calendar of events for the fall semester is included. Remember that 
your attendance is required to all SGA sponsored activities! · 
► Please mark this date especially! 
September 17-18: SGA Retreat @Blue Lick State Park 
► Congratulations! Not only are you VP for Administration. but you are 
also the Web Master. You and I will be working on the NEW WEB 
PAGE! . 
► Get with me and review what organizations were given funding, how 
much they receive etc. 
► Get with Nie and I to discuss Committee Budgets 
► You are in charge of the following projects for the Fall semester 
Financial Reports 
(Working w/ Larry) 
Committee Budgets 
(Working w/ Nie and I) 
Web Page 
(Working w/ all Exec's) 
Review of Funding for 98-99 Congress 
(Letter to Funded Organizations) 
► Anything that l have forgotten! 
WELCOME WEEK EVENTS 
HOLLY 
► Voice Mail Password: SGA99 
► 10 hours / week work schedule, give time cards to Teresa 
► A calendar of events for the fall semester is included. Remember that 
your attendance is required to all SGA sponsored activities! 
► Please mark this date especially! 
September 17-18: SGA Retreat @Blue Lick State Park 
► Congratulations! YOUR BACK FOR ANOTHER YEAR 
► Get w/ Joel and I on the Web Page 
► You have a list of the events for the Fall Semester so I did not list them 
► You know the routine 
► Anything that I have forgotten! 
- -
•· • I ... 
RACHEL 
► Voice Mail Password: SGA99 
► 10 hours/ week work schedule, give time cards to Teresa 
► A calendar of events for the fall semester is included. Remember that 
your attendance is required to all SGA sponsored activities! 
► Please mark this date especially! 
September 17-18: SGARetreat@Blue Lick State Park 
► Get w/ Joel and I on the Web Page 
' 
► You are in charge of the following projects for the Fall Semester 
Publicity For All Evevenf;s! 
Newspaper Clip-ins 
► Anything that I have forgotten! 
_., .. 
( 
WELCOME WEEK EVENTS 
EVERYONE IS REQUIRED TO WORK 20 HOURS IN THE OFFICE DURING 
WELCOME WEEK, AND 10 HOURS AFTER! 
MONDAY,AUGUST 16 · 
► Welcome Centers: 8:00 am-Noon, ADUC & Laughlin 
► Freshman Orientation: 6:00 pm, Button 
► Block Party: Following Orientation, Wilson/Regents 
Rain: Button Drill Room 
TUESDAY,AUGUST17 
► Tune-In Gameshow: Alumni Tower Patio 8pm 









Business Day: 9:00am-5:00pm ADUC 
Wax Hands: (Set Up 9:00am) 10:00am-2:00pm, ADUC 
Roving Artist Ken Schultz: 9:00am-5:00pm, ADUC 
Roving Artist Ken Sprano: 9:00am-5:00pm, ADUC 
Airbrush T's: (SetUp,9:00am) 10:00am-2:00pm, ADUC _ 
Blow Up Toys/ M-4 Motion Simulator: S:00pms9:00pm, Laughlin Lawn 
Rain: Laughlin Gym -
Registration For Executive Officers: Ask Brandon 
THURSDAY,AUGUST19 
► Business Day: 10:00am-6:00pm, ADUC 
► Wax Hands: (Set Up 9:00am) 10:00am-2:00pm, ADUC 
► Roving Artist Ken Schultz: 9:00am-5:00pm, ADUC 
► Roving Artist Ken Sprano: 9:00am-5:00pm, ADUC 
► Airbrush T's: (Set Up 9:00am) 10:00am-2:00pm, ADUC 
► Bands: (Set Up TBA) 8:00pm-10:00pm, Laughlin Lawn 
Rain: Laughlin Gym 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 20 
► Business Days: 10:00am-6:00pm, ADUC 
► Roving Artist Ken Schultz: 9:00am-TBA, ADUC 
► Roving Artist Ken Sprano: 9:00am-TBA, ADUC 
► Friday Night at the Movies: TBA, University Cinema 
SATURDAY,AUGUST21 . 
► Saturday Night Movies: TBA, University Cinema 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 22 
► Street Dance/Ice Cream Social: 8-llpm, Combs/Lappin Rain: Button Drill Rm 
UPO Box 1000 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689 
Telephone: 606-7~2031 
Fax: 606-7~2277 
Toll Free: 1-80().833-4483 
..2)t» A Q MI &'.lru>Vttt1 /V\AMcr Ql)OOC.., 
'55) L.Lrru:.,~ Se.,v-d. 
UPO t3BI 




Our a1.1ditors, Kelley, Galloway & Company, PSC, nre conducting au audlt of our finaiich.i. 
statements. For tlie · pqrpose of independent verification only, please confirm the following 
information relating to, your gift to the Morehead State University Foundation, Inc. for the period 
July 1, 1998, to June 30, 1999. 
Date(s) made: lol~il99 
Amounts(s): · 5" l<o1.soo.oo 
Restrictions on period or manner of use: S <':.A &-id o~.-.,en+- fi.u,u:l 
Please indicate in the space below whether this information is in agreement with your records. If 
it is not, please furnish any information you have that will help our auditors reconcile the 
difference. 
After signing and dating your reply, please mail it directly to Kelley, Galloway & Company, PSC, 
P.O. Box 990, Ashland, Kentucky 41105-0990, in the enclosed return envelope. 
Very truly yours, 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC. 
w~% - :'1'4.6--U -
Dr. William tham 
Chief Executi er 
To: Kelley, Galloway & Company, PSC 
The above.information regarding the gift made to the Morehead State University Foundation, Inc., 
agrees with my records with the following exceptions (if any): · 
Title:...o,.~~~(,.A:!!::1.::.~4-...llliE~~3::!!:~ 
Date: _} L P1-L. L't-J-
\. 
FROM: 
All Library Staff 0 
Larry X. Besant, Director of Librarie~ 
DATE: August 11 1999 
SUBJECT Library Schedule for Fall, 1999 



































OPEN REGULAR FALL 
SEMESTER SCHEDULE 
CLOSED 
OPEN 1 :00prn-11 :00pm 
OPEN REGULAR FALL 
SErvIBSTER SCHEDULE 
OPEN 7:J0arn- 9:00pm 
CLOSED 
OPEN 1 :00pm-11 :00pm 
OPEN REGULAR FALL 
SEMESTER SCHEDULE 
OPEN 7:30arn- 4:30pm 
CLOSED 







OPEN 8:00arn- 4:30pm 
CLOSED 
Jan 3-7 OPEN 8:00arn- 4:3 0pm 
Registration 5-7 
Jan 8-9 (Sat-Sun) CLOSED 
Jan 10-- (Mon-- OPEN REGULAR SPRING 
Class Begins SEMESTER SCHEDULE 
FALL SEMESTER SCHEDULE 
Mon-Thursday 7:30arn-l l:00pm 
Friday 7:30arn- 6:00pm 
Saturday 9:00arn- 5 :00pm 
Sunday 1 :00pm-11 :00pm 










MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
DATE: August 25, 1999 
TO: President & Mrs. Eaglin Leslie Faber 
Dick Green Mike Swan 
Susette Redwine Matt Ballard 
Sue Cre~sap Brian Hutchinson 
Rebecca McGioo/ Larry Stephenson 
Brandon Fraley Mike Mincey 
David Cox 
FROM: MyronDoan~ 
RE: Pep Rally 
Ori Tuesday, August 31, we will be presenting a pep rally to feature our fall sports programs. 
A parade will begin at 6:30 p.m. at ADUC, and we will hold the pep rally at Jayne Stadium at 
approximately 7 p.m. 
Attached is a tentative agenda. Please call me at 3-2014 if you have questions. 
jls 
Attachment 













August 31, 1999 
Parade Line-up at ADUC 
- Susette to coordinate line-up 
- Public Safety to block street and escort parade 
- Public Safety to transport President and Mrs. Eaglin 
- Band, cheerleaders, and Beaker will be there to lead with Susette 
Proceed to Jayne Stadium (AAC if rain) 
- Go up University Boulevard, left at Baird 
- Go behind Baird and in front of Cooper (no need to go'through Mignon 
Complex) 
Pep Rally at Jayne Stadium 
(Soccer, Volleyball, and Football teams in stands) 
Band Selections 
Welcome: Brandon Fraley 
Fight Song: Band 
Cheerleaders 
Comments from Leslie Faber, Soccer Coach 
Introduction of team 
Band/Cheerleaders 
Comments from Mike Swan, Volleyball Coach 
Introduction of team 
Band Selections 
Parade of Banners sponsored by RHA 
(Judges are Brian Hutchinson, Larry Stephenson, & Susette Redwine) 
Cheerleaders 
Comments by Matt Ballard, Football Coach 
Introduction of team 
Band - "Go Big Blue" 
Comments from President Eaglin 
Cheerleaders/Band - "Fight Song" 
Wrap-up: Brandon Fraley 
"Alma Mater" 
' 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT LIFE 
August 25 , 1999 
Brandon Frale 
UPO Box 133 1 
Morehead tate University 





303 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2070 
FAX· 606-783-5054 
Thank you o much for your assistance with our orientation programs last week. The 
information you shared wa extreme! helpful to th tudents and appreciated by all of us . 
It is a real pleasure to work with such ded icated staft1 
incerely 
Myron Doan 
Dean of tudents 
jls 
c : Mike Mincey 
Madonna Weathers 




SACS SELF-STUDY OFFICE 305 CAMDEN-CARROLL LIBRARY 







Members, SACS Steering Committee 
Al Baldwin 
Co-Chair, SACS Steering Committee 
August 30 , 1999 
Steering Committee Meeting 
We are approaching the part of our self-study and reaffirmation of the University's 
accreditation that will require the very active participation of all members of the SACS 
Steering Committee. This memorandum identifies the dates for a series of three 
Steering Committee meetings in which we will examine and consider for approval the 
completed draft of the Morehead State University SACS Self-Study Report. Please 
mark these dates and times on your schedules and make it a high priority to attend and 















• Review Sections I, II , IV 
• Approve schedule for 
University examination of 
draft Self-Study Report 
• Review Sections IV, V 
• Review Sections 111 , VI 
• Approve draft Self-Study 
Report 
• Review draft on SACS Visit 
Plan and Schedule 
Approximately one week prior to each meeting you will receive the materials you wi ll 
need to read for the meeting . 
After the Steering Committee has approved the draft Self-Study Report we will beg in a 
period in October for the University-wide examination of the Report. A schedule for that 
process will be reviewed at the meeting on September 10. 
If you have any questions, please call me (3-2150) or Dr. Marc Glasser (3-2004 ). We 
are counting on seeing you at the committee meetings. 
MSU is on a rrnotive action equal opportunity educational institution. 





Members, Board of Regents 
Ronald G. Eaglinti 
August 31, 1999 
Development and Alumni Relations and 




201 HOWELL-MCDOWELLAD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 60&.783-2022 
FAX: 60&.783-2216 
. '· , The transition of the Office of.Development ap.d Alumni Relations and the 
• • 0 1 • ·, . )' •~Morehead Sta~e University Found?,tion, Inc. cpntinues. Consequ_ently,·Twarit to report on • · · , • 
' ·; , ,: _; .·some recent--personnel:~.signmentscand appointments that have been m~qe to lead th~ ... :.,' · •·. 1 ~ 
University's efforts to raise matching dollars for the State Regional University Excellence 
Trust'Fund as well as ft_mds for other institutional needs. 
·. · •, \ \ -:·: ·: · : ·;. i , · . Last,year:I appointed Dr. William Higginbotham as sp~cial assistant,Eo-the 
1, ·, ·, -:.;. , · •• ', •. pi:esiaent- to head the.Office of Alumni Relations and Development. Since that time, this . • 
.-.-. .. "1, .office1has.undergone.various organizational realignments. Non alumni and development . 
. support functions, previously housed in the unit, have been transferred to other university 
.support units to allow Dr. Higginbotham and his staff to concentrate fully on fund raising 
and enhancing alumni relations. 
On July 1, 1999, Dr. Higginbotham became the chief executive officer 
(CEO) of the MSU Foundation, Inc. replacing Keith Kappes. Foundation bylaws require 
that the University's chief development officer be its CEO. Since July 1, Dr. Higginbotham 
has been working with the Foundation Board and its various committees to put policies and 
procedures in place to enhance the institution's fund raising. 
Also, it has been recommended to the Foundation Board that Mr. Porter 
Dailey become the treasurer of the Foundation. As the University's chief financial officer, 
Mr. Dailey is an ex-officio member of the MSU Foundation Board and has served in that 
capacity for over ten years. 
Effective August 30, Mr. J eny Martin was employed as assistant dean for 
development in the Office of Development and Alumni Relations. This position has two 
primary- functions - to organize and administer the University's planned giving program 
(Robert Howerton, the University's previous planned giving officer, retired last October) 
and to raise funds for the colleges. Previously, Mr. John Stacy held the assistant dean's 
position, and he has been reassigned to work with various regional initiatives, including the 
new Institute for Regional Analysis and Public Policy. Before coming to MSU, Mr. Martin 
· MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
Members, Board of Regents 
Page2 
August 31, 1999 
was the assistant commonwealth attorney for Madison and Clark counties and had a law 
practice in Winchester. Prior to that he served as assistant director of fmancial aid at Eastern 
Kentucky University, and earlier he was director of financial aid at Pikeville College where he 
also held various other positions. Mr. Martin received his master's degree from Morehead 
State University. In addition to serving as assistant dean, Mr. Martin also will have a 
secondary appointment as general counsel. He will work with Dr. Mike Seelig and external 
legal counsel on institutional legal matters. 
In June, Mrs. Tami Jones was appointed Director of Alumni Relations. Mrs. 
Jones has held various positions with the Office of Alumni Relations and brings a broad 
background of experience to the Alumni Relations' function. 
We will continue to strengthen the University's fund-raising abilities. I am 
very,pleased by our initial response from potential donors to raise matching dollars for the 
• • • 0 . ·, Regidnal,University-Exailleni:e l' rust Fund: Moreover, ~e:are entmiraged thanhe · • "· 
' · · <winmoriwealthmight again appropriate additional funckfor this•purpose in 2000 thus 
giving us the opportunity to create various endowments to support and strengthen our 
academic programs. '· · 
"· CC: · Vice Presidents ,, · ·· • 







National Association for Campus Activities 
M. Ke in Fahey, Chair - University of Coru1ecticut - torrs 
. ,..i ~ zabeth Page - Florida Atlantic niversity 
~ "13'randon Fraley - Morehead State Uni rs ity 
Jon Dooley - arquette University 
Jonathon O'Brien - Loyola Mary.mount Uni ersity 
Ro afllle Argo - A A Office 
October 25 1999 
A ward Committee 
Thank yo u so much for agreeing to serve on the Frank Han-is Outstanding Student Govenm1ent 
Advisor Award se lection committee. I am so pleased you have once again said yes to 
volunteering for A . This will be our second year to present this a ard. Elizabeth was the 
recipient of the first award. I know Frank is very proud of this award and hat it stands for. 
Last years presentation of this award was so very special because Frank presented it. Its our 
hope he will once again be with us to present it again . 
The nomination deadline for this award is Monday, ovember 15 1999. I am confident we will 
receive outstanding nominations for this award. Once the deadline has passed nominations will 
be sent to you for your re i w. Kevin wi ll then be in contact with you to make your selection. 
This award will be presented prior to a showcase during our National Convention in Boston. 
Please remember thi is an anonymous selection corruninee. I look fof\ ard to learning of our 
selection and recognition of this profe sional . Again, my thanks for serving on this committee. 
xc: Alan Davis Executive Director 
Susette D. Redwine 
Morehead State University 
UPO Box 797, 15 0 Uni versity Blvd . 
Morehead, KY 403 S 1-1 689 
Phone: (606) 783-2071 * Fax (606) 783-5023 
MEMO 
TO: Kenitha King and Peggy Ballard 
Health Professionals/MSU Clinic 
FROM: Lynne Fitzgerald 
Prof. of Health and Physical Education 
RE: Student Questions and Concerns 
DATE: October 27, 1-9-99 ____ , _________________ ~---
Over the course of the past two weeks I have had two opportunities to meet with stude club 
and classroom) and in both instances questions about the policies and procedures have arisen in 
regard to STD Testing on campus. This memo is written to set forth the students questions and 
concerns in hopes of getting answers to them as soon as possible. 
Question: Are all MSU student's eligible for STD testing at Alley Young Clinic? or Are there any 
conditions under which a request for STD Testing is denied? 
Student Experience: 
When requesting a STD Test (blood work or culture), students have stated that they must answer 
questions orally and that their answers are written down on a "survey form" by a health care 
professional. 
Questions: 
/ What is the purpose of this information collection activity? 
Is the data being used in any formal manner? If yes, who gets to see the data? and Is the 
student's name attached to the data? and Why aren't they told the function of this up front? 
Can students fill out the form themselves, privately? Because 
Student Experience: 
Several mentioned feeling embarrassed to answer questions orally to a stranger even though the 
person is a health care professional. 
Question 
Must a student respond to the questions on the ''survey form" in order to be tested? Because 
Student Experience: 
For some reason some students feel that they not only have ta respond to the questions but they 
also have to make up a worthy sexual exploit in order to be tested. 
Student Experience: 
When blood is being taken the door to the room the patient is in is left open ... and student is 
visible ta anyone who happens ta wander in ta the clinic. 
Question: 
Would it be possible ta close the door during all interactions with health care professionals? 
Questions: 
Are there any times when MSU Nursing students do internships on campus, at the clinic? or 
Are the people doing internships from other Universities? Students wonder about privacy ... and it 




Is there a brochure or publication that has the answers to these questions? 
I would like to have answers to these questions by the end of the week. 
Please contact me by calling - 32466 or my e-mail address is l.fitzgerald@morehead-st.edu. 
or my campus mailing address is LB 200e. 
I appreciate your time and consideration. 
cc: M. Mincey, VP Student Affairs 
B. Fraley, Student Regent 
s,:Al'£ t, 
~G.£ 
" Student ~ 0 Government ;; 
4i,. Auod?-tion,,~ 





All Student Organizations 
Nie Wilson, SGA 
Executive Vice President 
November 1, 1999 
Tree Lighting Party 
I am writing this letter,to inform you of the big plans that ~e_being made for t4e_ ~th ~1,1al Tree 
Lighting Party. This year's party is scheduled for Thursday, December 2nd from 4:30-~:00 p.m. 
The party will take place on the second floor ofADUC. 
This party is directed at the children of our students, faculW, and staff. This has been an 
excellent activity for us to participate in and has been more than appreciated by the parents. The 
party itselfwill last from 4:30-5:45 p.m. We will then proceed to the evergreen tree where the 
children will be invited to "throw the switch" to tum on the holiday lights on campus. 
_.,,..._ We hope that you will once again plan on participating by having a hands-on activity for the 
) children. In the past some groups have had the children make candycanes, reindeer, play holiday 
games, color, make stockings, or even wish lists. The more creative the activity the better! SGA 
and SAC will provide Pictures with Santa as we have done in the past. R~freshments will also 
be served. 
Please let us know by Wednesday, November 17th if your group plans on participating. The 
more the merrier! You can return the form below to UPO Box 1331 or call the SGA office at 3-
2298 to respond for your group. If you happen to respond by phone, please include_ the 
information below. Thanks again for making tlµs_ a great event. 
Tree Ughfing Party 
Organization _____________________ _ 
Contact Name(s) _________ ........... ________ _ 
Contact's Phone # ---------------------
Please Return By Wednesday, November 17th! Thanks! 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 
www.morehead-st.edu MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational in.stitution. 
r nTt..lDCNT C.iO\)[."h'.i'-f/·'/E'.."/·cfT f:·:1f:::::·)'.:JC; T ()TI ( j/·-./ "'\ r:·r~i::·r: I Dr:::1-.1·r 
ur,c1 :1. ::1:::::1. 
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~ Student t 
0 Government "'i 
~ Association ,.i" 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ■ UPO BOX 1331 
Dear Student Organization, 
• MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 1-11,9/ 3/ftJ996o6-783-2298 
This letter is being written in regards to the Homecoming Queen 
Election/Nominations. Some students have addressed the issue of changing some 
of the factors around the process. Student Government, being the sponsor, has 
decided that such a change requires and urgently needs your suggestions, 
comments, and feelings about this subject. 
The following is what we have proposed to do: 
l. The nominations would stay the same. Each registered student 
organization would get the opportunity to nominate one girl to the 
Homecoming ballot. 
2. The students would continue to vote on the top 11 candidates. There is 
no change here either. 
3. The top 11 candidates would then go through an interview process. She 
would be interviewed by a group of people. This group would consist of 
Students, Faculty, and Staff, with the possibility of Administration also 
having a representative. The interview would consist of questions about 
Morehead State, its history and its present. This would help prepare the 
candidates for what they will encounter at the Mt. Laurel Festival the 
following summer. 
4. The scores would be tallied as follows: 
a. a percent of the student vote . . . the biggest percent 
b. a percent from the interview 
c. involvement and GP A 
We need your imput very much. Please let us know what you think of this 
change. If you have any suggestions we would be very happy to hear them. 
We need ideas on what you all think the percents should be and who you 
think should be involved in the interviews. If you think other changes are 
needed, let us know. 
.,. 







MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational inst itution 




November 15, 1999 
Mr. Brandon Fraley President 
Student Government Association 
Morehead State University 
UPO 1331 




l 06 BAIRD MUSIC HALL 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2473 
FAX: 606-783-5447 
lam writing on behalf of MSU T.U.B.A. to express our appreciation for 
SGA's support of our Octubafest ' 99 performance at Chakere 's University 
Cinema on October 28th, 1999. Our guest composer/conductor, Dr. Todd 
Fiegel very much enjoyed his visit to our campus and his stay at ADUC. 
The performance at the cinema was wildly successful and well attended by an 
enthusiastic crowd (the house was full ). It provided the perfect atmosphere 
for showing these rare films with live music accompaniment. I have received 
numerous letters of congratulations from colleagues and community members 
on the performance. We had a great time bringing this unique event to the 




b-:7a~y A. Baker 
A istant Profe or of M u ic - Tuba/Euphonium 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
Subject: Cinema Program 
Date: Fri, 29 Oct 1999 10:53:41 +0000 
From: Chris Gallaher <c.gallaher@morehead-st.edU> 
To: STACY ANN BAKER <s-baker@morehead-st.edu> 
CC: Michael Moore <m.moore@morehead-st.edu>, lemuel berry <l.berry@morehead-
st.edu> 
Simply OUTSTANDING, Stacy. Having scored music for "can" TV as well as 
live TV, I clearly understand the "risks" involved with animation and 
live music. 
You are to be congratulated for bringing such a unique program to 
Morehead. Our students were up to the challenge and of course, this is 
a reflection of your teaching and mentoring. 
CSG 
Subject: Fw: Cinema Program 
Date: Fri, 29 Oct 1999 16: 16:50 -0400 
From: "Michael Moore" <m.moore@morehead-st.ed11> 
To: <S.baker@morehead-st.ed11> 
CC: "Chris Gallaher" <c.gallaher@morehead-st.ed11>, "Lemuel Berry" <l.berry@morehead-st.ed11> 
Stacy, 
I agree--an evening of delightful fun. Very creative. I appreciate you 
providing this opportunity for the campus and community. 
Mike 
Original Message-----
From: Chris Gallaher <c.gallaher@morehead-st.edu> 
To: STACY ANN BAKER <s-baker@morehead-st.edu> 
Cc: Michael Moore <m.moore@morehead-st.edu>; lemuel berry 
<l.berry@morehead-st.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 29, 1999 6:53 AM 
Subject: Cinema Program 
> Simply OUTSTANDING, Stacy. Having scored music for "can" TV as well as 
> live TV, I clearly understand the "risks" involved with animation and 
> live music. 
> 
> You are to be congratulated for bringing such a unique program to 
> Morehead. Our students were up to the challenge and of course, this is 





Subject: Theatre Music!! 
Date: Fri, 29 Oct 1999 08:03:28 -0400 
From: Kathy Viton <k.viton@morehead-st.edU> 
Organization: Morehead State University 
To: s.baker@morehead-st.edu 
Stacy, 
I just wanted to tell you how much I loved last night's concert. What a 
great ideal And it was so nice of you to really involve the community. 
I enjoyed the variety of cartoons, and loved the music as well. Thanks 
for providing great entertainment. I know it must have been alot of 
work. The Tuba Ensemble was wonderful. 
Thanks, 
Kathy 
Kathy Viton, Budget Analyst 
Budgets & Management Information 







Subject: Cartoon Concert. 
Date: Fri, 29 Oct 1999 05:57: 10 -0400 
From: "L.B. Oliver" <lbandpat@zoomnet.net> 
To: Stacy Bak.er<s.bak.er@morehead-st.ed11> 
Dear Stacy, 
Just wanted to let you know that I (we) LOVED the concert. sorry we 
couldn't stick around but I'm not a night owl & with,school 
today ••••• had to get home. I feel like I could sleep till noon (which is 
very rare for me). Anyway, just be sure to let everyone involved that 
the audience enjoyed it. I love cartoons anyway and the Rabbit of 
Seville is my all time favorite (I told LB before that I got my 
classical music background from cartoons!). Anyway, it was super so keep 
that kind of stuff coming! 
Pat 
Subject: Re: Cartoon Concert. 
Date: Tue, 02 Nov 1999 22:52: 16 -0500 
From: "L.B. Oliver" <lbandpat@zoomnet.net> 
To: Stacy Baker <s.baker@morebead-st.edU> 
References: l , 2 
Stacy, 
The concert was great. You have done so much for your program, it makes me 
so proud to just have you as a friend . Every year it just keeps getting 
better. You had Pat ' s favorite cartoons . You r est up and I ' ll see you in 
two weeks. 
Stacy Baker wrote : 
> Bil L. B. and Pat! 
> 
> I just want 
> costume was 
> your date! 
> so glad you 
> 
to say that you looked great in 
so funny - especially with that 
I wish I would have had more of 
both came to the concert . 
L.B. 
your costumes! ! The nun 
strange looking guy who was 
a chance t o say hey! I was 
> I am exhausted! We are giving a quintet recital tonight, had LBB last 
> night , Jazz I concert Thurs day and an LBB run- out in the afternoon , 
> Kelly O'Bryant gets here Wednesday and gives hi s recital on Fr iday . 
> Needles s to say - hope I make it through this week . I don't think there 
> will be much of me left for a lesson on Friday, L. B. or for quartet , but 
> we can start back up next week . I really need a bit of rest, but it has 
> all been worth it! 
> 
> See you soon I I 
> -Stacy 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Lynn Haller, Chair Faculty Senate 
Mr. Brandon Fraley, President, SGA ✓ 
DATE: ovember 16, 1999 




President Eaglin and the executive cabinet have reviewed and discussed the various comments 
regarding the second phase of the bell tower plaza area. We plan to proceed as follows: 
• Construct a new handicapped access entrance to the front of the library. 
• Plant additional vegetation on and around the plaza area and in particular the west and south 
facing wall. 
No other construction or renovation will occur at this time. 
(I'he Senate had earlier inquired regarding the removal of the plaza areas. That cost is estimated to 
be $95,000.) 







Dr. Susanne Rolland 
Dr. John Hennen 
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Dr. Todd Fiegel is a condu tor, arranger, and education 
con ullnat living in the Salt Lake City Area. His works fon • 
en ·emble and film have been performed throughout the Ur 
State and anada, including five international c nfercnces of 
T.U.B.A. He frequently lectures on film and music and his com-
prehen ive analysis of Bernard Herrmann 's score for "The Day 
the Earth Stood Still' has been accepted for publication in the 
premiere issue of "The Journal of Film Music." 
Dr. Fiegel received his degrees from both the Univer ity 
of Wisconsin and the University of olorado and ha served on 
the mu ·ic faculties of the Univeri ty of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and 
the University of Montana Idah State Univer ity, and 
Mu lcingum Co.llege. He has written many other arrangement for 
tuba/euphonium en emble, including John Williams "March 
from I 941," which wa recently recorded by the profe sional 
ensemble Symphonia. 
Dr. Earle Louder, retired distingui hed profc sor emer-
itu from MSU, is the principal and featured euphonium loist 
with Keith Brion ' ew Sou a Band, Dr. mith 's Blossom Center 
Fe tival Band and George Foreman' New Columbian Bras 
Band. He i also a member of the euphonium/tuba en emble 
Symphonia and performs euphonium and/or baritone on occa-
sion with the Brass Band of Battle Creek and the River City 
Brass Band of Pitt burgh, Penn. He is a permanent faculty mem-
ber at Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp in Michigan. 
Before joining the faculty at MSU, Louder was t· · n-
cipa:t and featured euphonium soloist and head of the bras 
department of the United Stale Navy Band in Washington , D.C. 
He received his undergraduate degree in euphonium 
under Leonard Falcone at Michigan late Univer ity. He was the 
first person to ever complete the doctor of music degree entirely 
in euphonium performance al Florida State Uni.versity. 
S G Laura Lineberger, a native of Lancaster, Ohio, is a librarian with the 
U .. Anny Band "Pershing's Own.' Fonnerly the solo euphonium with the U.S. Army 
Brass Band, she received a bachelor s degree in music education from The Ohio State 
University. She earned a master ' degree in musical performance from the University of 
Maryland. 
G Lineberger has performed a solo euphonium with the Bra ·s Band of 
Columbu . She appears regularly as a sol ist with the U.S. Anny Brass Band and the 
U . . Army Concert Band during its summer erie . She participates in many community 
brass bands and wind en embles. 
• 
OCTUBAFEST 
MSU TUBAIEUPHO IUM ENSEMBLE 
STACY A. B AKER DIRECTOR 
TODD FIEGEL, GUEST CONDUCTOR 
One Froggy Evening (Chuck Jones, 1955) .... .. .... . Milt Franklyn 
A Little Tuba Music for Roadrunner and Coyote ............ Carl Stalling 
- 'Zoomed and Bored" (Chuck Jone , 1957) arr. Fiegel 
"The Sorcerer's Apprentice" ....................... Paul Dukas 
from Fanta ia (Disney, 1940) 
Goonland (Dave Fl i cher, 1938) ......... . . ... compo er unknown 
Pachydermus Pinkus Lowus Blowus ......... ...... ..... ...... Frank Churchill, 
- "Dumbo" (Disney, 1941) Oliver Wallace & Ned Wa hington 
arr. Fiegel 
now White (Dave Flei cher, 1933) ..................... .. ... composer unknown 
• abbit of Seville (Chu k Jone , 1949) ...................... Giacchimo Ro sini 
arr. Stalling 
Celluloid Tuba (1982) ......... .... .. .......... Todd Fiegel 
- "Barney Oldsfield' Race for a Life" (Mack Sennelt, 1914) 
-
-:.___._ --~ - -_ -_-- - - -
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President Eaglin and Members of the Board of Regents 
Keith Kappe@ 
DATE: November 17, 1999 
RE: Clarification of TV News Story on MSU Campus Crime 
As you requested at last week's meeting of the Board of Regents, I contacted 
WK.YT-TV in Lexington for an explanation of the story that aired during the 
afternoon and evening ofNov. 9 and the morning ofNov. 10. Pauline Young of 
my staff was aware of the story but had not determined the source of the 
information and, as a result, had not briefed me before the meeting. 
I spoke yesterday with Jim Ogle, vice president for news at WK.YT-TV, and he 
informed me that the story came from the Web site of"APB/College Community 
CrimeCheck'' (www.apbnews.com) which compiled crime statistics on 1,497 
campuses and their surrounding neighborhoods. For MSU, it appears that the 
figures included major crime on campus and within about five miles of the campus 
in all directions. Two of the three areas show a "risk rating" of 5 but the other, 
which includes the campus, has a 7 and our institutional "risk rating" is 7. 
According to this statistical analysis, our rank of514th on the list of 1,497 
institutions makes us safer than UofL, Spalding, Transylvania, Bellarmine and UK 
but not as safe as NKU, Union, Cumberland, WKU, Brescia, Alice Lloyd, 
Pikeville, Lindsey Wilson, Asbury, Georgetown, KSU, EKU, Kentucky Wesleyan, 
Murray State, Campbellsville, Centre, Kentucky Christian, Berea and Thomas 
More. No community or technical colleges were included. The organization 
makes this statement about interpreting its data: 
On a scale of 1 to 10, this map shows a prediction, overall and 
neighborhood-by-neighborhood, of the likelihood/or murder, rape 
or robbery to occur in the future based on the relationship between 
socioeconomic data from the present and crime patterns of the pasl 
MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
Memo to President and Board of Regents 
November 17, 1999 
Page2 
MSU's claim to be among the safest campuses in America is based on reports we 
are required by federal law to publish to reflect crime rates on property owned or 
controlled by the University or contiguous to the campus. We noted with interest 
that no other television news organization or either of the state's major newspapers 
apparently chose to carry the story aired by WK.YT. 
Mr. Ogle said he had received other calls about the story and that some viewers 
apparently had misunderstood what was said on the air about campus crime. I 
raised the issue of negative fallout from the story in terms of admissions to the 
institutions named in the story. His response was that "several" other universities 
had crime ratings higher than MSU and that WK.YT would stand by its coverage. 
We obviously do not have the resources to challenge the data collection and 
analysis of the "College Community CrimeCheck". However, I have verified that 
our admissions marketing materials state that we have "one of the safest campuses 
in the nation, according to national ·statistics". That assertion remains correct 
because it refers essentially to campus-based crime. We have a study from another 
group's Web site, for example, that shows our crime rates are far below the 
national averages. 
I discussed this situation in detail with our enrollment marketing work group and 
since we have received no inquiries from prospective students or parents or school 
counselors, no one feels the WK.YT story will have a lasting impact. 
cc: Vice Presidents, Tim Rhodes, Richard Green 
Brandon Fraley 
SGA 
Morehead State University 
Morehead KY 40351 
Dear Mr. Fraley, 
December 7, 1999 
Phi Alpha Theta wishes to thank you for the extremely helpful contribution 
you provided for our trip to Washington D. C. Without your gift, the outing would 
not have been feasible. During the two full days we were in our Nation's Capital, 
eve1yone received the chance to visit the numerous historical sites and museums. 
The George Washington, Abraham Lincoln and Thomas Jefferson monuments were 
stunning at night. We all observed the humbling Vietnam and Korean War 
memorials and were all saddened by the holocaust museum. Being familiar with the 
area, our extremely kind professor/advisor Dr. Charles Mackay further enhanced our 
trip by chauffeuring any student to any place they wanted to go. As a group, we all 
left Washington pleased with, and grateful for the trip. 
On a personal note, you have made a dream come true for me. I have always 
wanted to visit the various monuments and museums within the Capitol of the 
greatest nation in the world. Going into Secondary Education with a concentration 
in American History, I feel I am truly more competent about my subject and believe I 
am better prepared to teach students. 
If you ever need the help of a student organization, we of Phi Alpha Theta 
would gladly volunteer our time. You can depend on us, the future leaders of this 
country. 
Richard M. Sargent 
President 
Phi Alpha Theta 
616 EAST CLACK M O U N TA IN ROA D 




DATE: December 8, 1999 
TO: Brandon Fraley, President 
Student Government Association 
FROM: Myron Doan~ _J-,,,__, ~ 
Cheer Coach 7J -- - -




MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
The MSU Varsity Cheerleaders and All-Girl Cheerleaders will be competing in the UCA 
National Championships January 6-9, 2000. We are requesting funding assistance from the 
Student Government Association. Our estimated expenses are as follows: 
Airline tickets for 5 @ $239 
Passes for 5 @$107 
Bus transportation 









Any assistance that the SGA can provide would be appreciated. 
jls 
cc: Larry Stephenson 
Mike Mincey 
Eagle Athletic Fund 
of the MSU Foundation, Inc. 
Morehead State University 
Academic-Athletic Center 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689 
Telephone: 606-783-2593 FAX: 606-783-5041 
In Support of Intercollegiate Athletics 
December 22, 1999 
Student Government Association 
Attn: Brandon Fraley, President 
UPO Box 1331 
150 University Boulevard 
Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Dear Brandon: 
Thank you once again for your interest and generosity! Your support of the Eagle Athletic 
Fund has been, and will be, a vital factor in providing excellence in the athletic programs 
at Morehead State. SGA's recent gift of $500 was designated for the Cheerleaders' Fund. 
In compliance with Section 170 (f) (8) of the Internal Revenue Code, I hereby certify that 
you have received no goods or services in exchange for your gift. This letter will serve as 
your official receipt. 
Again, thank you for all you have done for Morehead State University's athletic programs. 
If there is anything that we at the EAF can do to help you, please let us know. 
Sincerely, 
Brian A. Hutchinson 









January 10, 2000 
Brandon Fraley 
Bill Redwine & 




100 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 -1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2081 
FAX: 606-783-5008 
Per our brief conversation outside the cafeteria earlier today, listed below are the members of 
the Bookstore Advisory Committee that are currently enrolled in school. The original group 
that Michelle put together included three (3) additional students who have graduated, 
transferred or left school fo r some other reason. Since this is an advisory committee 
established at our request, I would be comfortable with add itional numbers if you wanted to 
add up to five (5) new members. The only criteria that I suggested to Michelle when sbe 
appointed the original group was that we try to get a cross section of the student population by 











Please advise if you have any questions about the committee or need any additional 
info rmation. I would like for tbe gr.oup to meet sometime in the next two weeks, so your 
appointments should be done as quickly as possible. 
MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
CHEERLEADERS 
January 12, 2000 
Student Government Association 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, KY 4035 1 




302 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2014 
FAX: 606-783-5054 
Thank you very much for the financial assistance you provided for our trip to the College 











DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 601 GINGER HALL 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1.689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-298 l 
MEM'ORANDUM FAX: 606-783-5077 
TO: 
FROM: 
Jay Flippin, Larry Besant .. April Haight, Brandon Fraley, Tim Rhodes 
Charles Morgan C~ 
DATE: January 21, 2000 
RE: Structure of University Planning Committee 
Attached hereto are a couple of documents related to our task this semester, a 
review of the purpose and structure of the University Planning Committee. 
• First is a report of the subcommittee from last year's Planning Committee 
that looked at these same issues. 
• The second is a copy of the memo sent to the President as the report of the 
Committee for the 1998-99 academic year, with proposed revisions in the 
tasks and structure of the Planning Committee. 1 
As I understand the task given to us by Larry Keenan and Dan Connell, we are to 
re-visit this material and make a specific proposal to the larger committee for review 
and discussion at a later meeting. Once you have had a chance to review these 
materials, I would like to call a meeting in which we can discuss proposed changes 
to the current tasks and description of the Planning Committee. Toward this end, 
would each of you also please send me a copy of your schedule (times when you 
would be available/wifling to meet). 
I will see you next week at our "workshop". 
cc: Larry Keenan, Chair, Planning Committee 
Dan Connell, Vice Chair, Planning Committee 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institutlon. 










The Subcommittee met on March 9, March 25 and April 1. 
The Subcommittee investigated numerous extant descriptions of the 
University Planning process/cycle. It forwarded to the SACS 
Committee the one which had been included in the Planning 
Committee Report for 1 996-97 (Keenan/Baldwin co-chairs). 
The Subcommittee reviewed the current membership and description 
of the Planning Committee and decided that the Committee has 
regularly fulfilled only two of the current six Duties and 
Responsibilities. 
The Subcommittee recommends the following for the full 
Committee's consideration: 
The Planning Committee support the recommendation of the 
SACS Subcommittee on Administrative and Educational Support 
Services that the University should designate a Planning Officer who 
has both the responsibility and authority to coordinate the planning 
process. 
The Planning Committee consider recommending changes in the 
Description, Membership, and Responsibilities for the Committee. A 





Administrative & Fiscal Services 
I Office Goals.and Other Input j 
A & fS Plans 
. -- ... 
Morehead State University 
Continuous Planning Cycle 
President 
University Planning Committee 
Univ. Goals and Other Input I 
UNIVERSITY PLAN 
Vice Presidents 
I Division Goals and Other Input I 
'Division Plans 
Deans/Directors 
Dean/Director Goals and Other Input 
Dean/Director Plans 
ept. Goals and Other 









Student Govt. Assoc. 
Standing/ Ad Hoc Committees 
' J.li lf th¢li <t:ier ·a't'ii! 
University Advancement 
jomce Goals and Other Input! 
Advancement Plans 
PLANNING COMMITTB! 
Termination Date: standing committee, re-reestablished April 1994; revised July, 1997. 
Purpqse: To serve as the central review and recommendatory group for the organizational 
~;~~~~~.~~e~ur Fa_c_U_lty_S_e-nato-rs,-onefrom e=a::c:;:h--:c=o:;-;11e=g=e=-=e-.::1e=ct:.::e::d.--.bc::y-:cthaa=e:---.bc::o=-:d..-y:-co::--.f.---.t:.::h:-=e----
Senate; four faculty, one from each college, elected by the t'aculty from that college; one 
professional librarian, elected by the professional librarians; four congresspersons and four 
staff, selected t:ly the Staff congress; one student selected by the Student Government 
Association; one Department chair, selected by the Department Chairs; the Graduate Dean, the 
Undergraduate Dean, the ASsociate Vice President for Academic Affairs. The Director of 
institutional Planning, Research and Effectiveness , the Director of Budgets and Management 
Information, the Vice President for University Advancement and hlS/her designee and the Vice 
President for Student Life or hlS/her designee shall be ex officio nonvoting members. Terms of 
service shall be four-year staggered terms for all non-senate faculty and non-congress staff and 
the professional librarian. Terms of service shall be two-year staggered terms for Facultv 
senators and Staff congresspersons. Term of service for the student will be one year with 
possible reappointment 
.outies and Respar.sibllltles: 
✓1. To annually review and update the University's strategic Plan. 
2. To annually review recommendations from all task forces for budgetary review appointed 
by the President. ""'"l'\o"'"'"l•°S' 
()¢'3. To provide fuRaamental assessment of and make recommendations concerning academic 
delivery svstems. 
4. To recommend and prioritize capital construction proJects. 
s. To examine resource allocations with analysis of productivity and costs and to make 
resource allocations recommendations consistent with the university mission. 
1:i~6. To examine potential partnerships between the university and Industry or other sources 
that support the mission of the universitv. 
Officers: Chair, a Vice Chair, and a secretary to be selected by the committee from the 
membership. 
Frequency cf Meetings: As needed each vear. • 
Reporting channels: Recommendatory to the President through the executive Vice President 
for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty. 
Minutes and Prapasals copied ta: Faculty senate, staff congress, Student Government 
Association, and the Library. 





· Termination Date: Standing Conunittee, re-reestablished 
April 1994; revised July, 1997, revised 1999. 
Purpose: To serve as the central review and recommendatory 
group for the organizational planning process. This process 
must incorporate appropriate plan, as well as a functioning 
planning and evaluation process, which identifies and 
integrates projected educational, physical and financial 
development, and incorporates procedures for prograin review 
and institutional improvement. 
Membership: It was recommendation that the following 
changes be made to the membership roster. Four Vice 
Presidents; Four Faculty - one elected by each college; Four 
Faculty - .appointed by the Faculty Senate; one Librarian -
elected by the librarians; Five Staff - One from each 
division and those units reporting to The President appointed 
by Staff Congress; One Student - appointed by Student 
Government Associ:ation; One Dean - elected by Deans; One 
Department Chair - elected by Department Chairs; One 
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs; One Assistant 
vice President for Information Technology; one Director, 
Admissions and Financial Aid; one Director Budget 
Information; One Director Institutional Planning; one 
Director, Camden-Carroll Library; One Director Research, 
Grants and Contracts; and one Planning Officer. All members 
will be voting. 
Duties and Responsibilities:· 
1. To annually review and update the University's Strategic 
Plan and recommendations from all task forces appointed 
by the President-for budgetary review. 
To recommend and prioritize capital construction projects. 
To examine resource allocations with analysis of 
productivity and costs and to make resource allocations 
recommendations consistent with the university mission. 
To monitor compliance with SACS requirements concerning 
planning. 
Officers: Chair, a Vice Chair, and a Secretary to be selected 
by the committee from the membership. · 
Frequency of Meetings: As needed. each year. 
Reporting Channels: Recommendatory to the President through 
the Executive Vice President~or Academic Affairs and Dean of 
Faculty. 
Minutes and Proposals Copied to: Faculty Senate, Staff 
Congress, Student Government Association, and the Library. 






OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING, RESEARCH AND EFFECTIVENESS 317 AWE YOUNG HALL 







Ronald G. Eaglin, Ph.D., President 
Charles H. Morgan, Jr. Ph.D: ~ 
Alan R. Baldwin 
Co-chairs, University Planning Committee 
May27, 1999 
Annual Report of the Committee 
FAX:606-783-5043 
This was a busy year for the University Planning Committee. In addition to the review of 
Strategic Initiatives normally accomplished by the Committee, reviews of the University 
Plan and of the planning process were completed. 
Attached hereto is a copy of the final rankings of the Strategic Initiatives submitted to the 
Committee for review. These rankings were sent to your office early in the budget year 
and a number have been incorporated in the various drafts of the. 1999-2000 budget. 
A subcommittee of the Committee, chaired by Rodney Stanley, Ph.D. reviewed the 
University Plan. The subcommittee and full Committee found that the goals set in the 
University Plan were st171 valid and that many still had not been fully met. The Committee 
recommends that these goals be re-affirmed and that more emphasis be given to these 
goals in the planning process. This Committee should take a more active role in reviewing 
the Plan at the beginning of the academic year, and working through the Strategic Initiative 
process. In addition, the subcommittee recognized the need for an administrator, at a fairly 
high level, to. coordinate strategic planning for the whole institution. 
Another subcommittee, chaired by Janet Kenney, Ph.D., ;eviewed the planning process 
and organization with an eye to the SACS requirements regarding planning. This 
subcommittee submitted a draft revision of the Committee structure and charge, which 
was discussed at length by the whole Committee. A final draft of the proposed revisions 
to the structure and charge of the Planning Committee is attached. Given the importance 
of the strategic planning process related to the upcoming review by SACS, the Committee 
strongly recommends that action be taken on the recommended changes in its structure 
and charge as soon as possible. We would respectfully request that some response to or 
action on these recommendations be taken by mid-September, so that changes can be 
implemented during our SACS year of record. 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational instiMion. 
In addition, the Committee was strongly in consensus that there is a great need for the 
establishment of a position of Director of Planning within the University administration. 
The time and effort required to coordinate and monitor the planning activities of the various 
units on campus, and the work involved in integrating plans from the various units, are 
massive. The Planing Committee is made up of faculty and staff whose service on the 
Committee is in addition to their other work responsibilities. The co-chairs of the 
Committee have tried, with only limited success, to carry out these necessary functions. 
The Committee believes that a Director of Planning, at a level of administrative 
respons1bl1ity where this individual reports directly to the President, could accomp(ish these 
tasks and make the planning process at Morehead State University· more of a genuine 
strategic one. This would also bring us more closely into compliance with the SACS 
statements regarding planning. 





_) Draft Revision 
PLANNING COMMITTEE 
Termination Date: Standing Committee, re-established April, 1994; revised July, 1997; 
revised 1999. 
' Purpose: To serve as the central review and recommendatory group for the organizational 
planning process. This process must incorporate an appropriate plan, as well as a 
· functioning planning and evaluation process, which identifies and ,integrates projected 
educational, physical and financial development, and incorporates procedures for program 
review and institutional improvement. 
Membership: It is recommended that the following changes be made to the membership 
roster: 
• Fo,ur Vice Presidents, 
• Four Faculty Senators, one·from each college, one of which would be Chair-Elect of the 
Senate, _ 
• Four faculty, one from each college, elected by the faculty from that college, 
• One professional Librarian, elected by the professional Librarians, 
• Five staff, one from each division and those units reporting directly to the President 
appointed by the Staff Congress, one of which would be the Vice-Chair of the Staff 
Congress, 
• One student selected by the Student Government Association, 
• One Dean, elected by the Deans, 
• One Department Chair, elected by the Department Chairs, 
• One Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
• One Assistant Vice President for Information Technology 
• One Director, Admissions and financial Aid, 
• One Director, Budgets and Management Information, 
• One Director, Institution Planning, 
• One Director, Camden-Carroll library, 
• One Director, Research, Grants and Contracts, and 
• One Director of Planning. 
All members will be voting. 
Terms of office for all members, except Faculty Senate Chair-Elect, Staff Congress Vice-
Chair, and Student representative, w,71 be three (3} years with staggering of terms to 
provide continuity of membership. Replacement of Faculty Senate Chair-Elect and Staff 
Congress Vice . Chair may necessitate replacement of other representatives to meet 
requirements for distribution of representatives across colleges and/or administrative 
divisions. 
Members of the Committee m1ssmg three (3} consecutive, or a total of five (5} regular 
Committee or sub-committee meetings during the academic year shall automatically be 
dropped from membership on the Committee. The member, after receiving written notice 
of removal from the Committee, can appeal, in writing, to the Executive Sub-committee if 
• 
) 
_; he or she feel that extenuating circumstances exist for the absences. The Executive Sub· 
committee shall determine whether any absences should be waived and membership on 
the Committee re-instated. Any unexpired term will be filled by special election by the 
constituency involved. · · · 
Duties and Responsibilities: 
1- To annually review and update the University's Strategic plan and recommendations 
from all task forces appointed by the President for budgetary review. 
2. To recommend and prioritize capital construction projects. 
3. To examine resource allocations with analysis of productivity and costs and to make 
resource allocation recommendations consistent with the University mission. 
4, To monitor compliance with SACS requirements concerning planning. 
Officers: To be elected by the Committee from its membership: 
• Chair, 
• Vice-Chair, and 
• Secretary. 
Frequency of Meetings: As needed each year, with at least one meeting of the committee 
as a whole each semester. The Committee w,71 function through establishment of four (41 
standing subcommittees and an executive subcommittee constituted of the Chair, Vice 
Chair, Secretary, and the four subcommittee chairs. 
Reporting Channels: Recommendatory to the President. 
Minutes and Proposals Copied to: Faculty Senate, Staff Congress, Student Government 
Association, and the Library. 
Support Services: Office of Institutional Planning, Research and Effectiveness. 
Sent By: THE MOREHEAD NEWS ; 16067847337 j Feb-2-00 9 : 28 ; 
.. 
. Man!haad Nava Group 
l. 
Febl'Uary 1, 2000 
Jeremy, MSU student development 
Re: quote for monthly tabloid 
Dear Sir: 
It was a pleasure speaking with you. Based on the specs that you have provided for producing a 
7,SOO.COUnt, 18-page tab on 30-pound newsp,tnt, feauring process color on the front and back cover., 
and center spread, the total oost per month would be Hf§,11. 
EMmlnQtlng process color\Wllld save you only $50.00. Also, this quote requires that all tab pages are 
camera ready. There woutd be an addltlonal $2.50 charge for each halftone produoed et our fadllty. 













DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS PALMER DEVELOPMENT HOUSE 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2033 
FAX: 606-783-5089 



















College of Education & Behavioral Sciences Rep 
Caudill College of Human1ifies Rep 
Sue Y. Luckey, Chair 
2000 Founders Day Commit 
MEETING FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2000, AT 9 : 00 A.M. 
CONFERENCE ROOM , ALUMNI CENTER 
The first meeting of the 2000 Founders Day Committee will be held 
at 9:00 a .m . on Friday, Febr uary 11, 2000, in the Conference Room, 
Alumni Center. 
We will be reviewing plans for April 6 , discussing the Luncheon 
speaker, and considering nominations for the Founders Day Award for 
University Service. 
If you cannot attend, please call me at 783 - 27 41 or send e-mail to 
s.luckey@morehead- st.edu. 
c : President Ron Eaglin 
MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS 
FEBRUARY 17, 2000 
TO: 
FROM: 
















Pauline Young j 
Sue Y. Luckey, Chair /)wJ 




PALMER DEVELOPMENT HOUSE 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2033 
FAX: 606-783-5089 
RE: MEETING THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2000, AT 3 : 00 P . M. 
CONFERENCE ROOM, ALUMNI CENTER 
The second meeting of the 2000 Founders Day Committee will be he ld 
at 3:00 p.m. on Thursday, February 24, 2000, in the Conference 
Room, Alumni Cen ter. 
We will be reviewing plans for April 6, discussing the Luncheon 
speaker, and selecting a recipient for the Founders Day Award for 
University Service. 
If you cannot attend, please call me at 783-2741 or send e - mail to 
s.luckey@morehead-st.edu. 
c: President Ron Eaglin 
MSU Is an a ffirmative ac tion equa l opportunity educational institution. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM 
18 February 2000 
Brandon Fraley 
MSU-UPO 133 1 
Morehead. KY 4035 1 




422 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2015 
FAX: 606-783-5047 
On behalf of the Wi lma E. Grote ympos ium for the Advancement of Women al 
Morehead State University. I want to personally invite you to attend the N inth Annual 
Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement or Women. to be held March 26-28 in 
the Adron Doran University Center at MSU. The theme of this year' s program is 
·'Coming of Age: Women in the New Miliennium:· and we are particularly pleased to 
have as our keynote speaker Dr. Mary Frances Berry, Chair of the U.S. Civil Rights 
Commission. Presenters at the con ference wi ll come fro m all over the United States--
includ ing Texas, Minnesota, ew York, and Illi nois. 
The goal of the Grote Symposium is to enlighten and empower women in eastern 
Kentucky. We like to think that the symposium shines as one point of light to the 
mountains of Kentucky and is a program of vital importance and vitality to Morehead 
State University. 
I have enclosed a program for the sympos ium in the hope that you wi ll be able to attend. 
We would certainly be honored to have you with us! 
Sincerely. 
dw:,~ a. [q~ 
Susan A. Eacker 
Assistant Professor of History & Coordinator 
Interdisciplinary Women ' s tud ies Program 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 








Larry Keenan, Chair 
Dan Connell, Vice Chair 
Members, University Planning Committee 
Charles H. Morgan, Jr. 
Chair, Structure and Function Subcommittee 
2/24/2000 
Meeting Minutes 
The members of the Structure and Function Subcommittee met on Thursday, 
2/24/2000 at 8:00 am in Ginger Hall, room B601. All members of the 
subcommittee were present. 
Discussion began with a review of the changes to the Duties and Responsibilities of 
the Planning Committee proposed last spring to the administration. There was 
significant discussion of the wording of a number of the statements, and of the 
overall planning process. 
Larry Besant pointed out that there were recommendations and/or suggestions 
related to the planning process in the SACS self-study document. Thus, it is likely 
that the SACS site visit team will make some recommendations or suggestions 
regarding the planning process that might significantly affect any changes we 
propose. Consequently, the subcommittee decided by consensus to table its work 
until after the receipt of the report of the SACS accreditation team. 
The subcommittee recommends that, after the report of the SACS site visit team is 
received, a task force of the Planning Committee be established with representation 
of all constituencies, and including one member of the President's cabinet, to study 
the structure and function of the Planning· • Committee and to make 
recommendations to bring the University's planning process into full compliance 
with the· SACS team's recommendations and/or suggestions. 
The subcommittee envisions that this task force would conduct its study through 
the end of this academic year and through the summer, to have a set of 
recommendations to bring before the full Planning Committee at the beginning of 
the 2000/2001 academic year. 
.. 
UAR Distribution List 
The following shall receive a copy of the UAR # 901.01 
Titled: 
Date: 
Regulations Governing Inspection of the Public Records of Morehead State 
University 











Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Dean of Faculty 
Vice President for Administration and Fiscal Services 
Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students 




Student Government Association 
- -, originals will be filed in the Office of Academic Affairs, H-M 205 and duplicates in the 
' ___ ,rary. " 
*Appropriate VP is responsible for distribution to those people in his/her division. 
i1 
Number: 901.01 
Title: Regulations Governing Inspection of the Public RecordS' 
of Morehead State University 
Originator: c. Gerald Martin 
Initial Adoption: February 21, 2000 
Revision Dates: 
I. Purpose: To establish rules and regulations regarding the 
inspection and reproduction of the non-exempt public records 
of the University, pursuant to KRS 61.876. 
II. Procedural Reference for: 
x KRS, specify 61. 870 to 61. 884 
__ CHE policy, specify _______________ _ 
__ BOR policy, specify ______________ -'--
-- UAR, specify __________________ _ 
__ Other, specify _____ ....;.. __ __; ________ _ 
Ill. Scope (Who is covered by this UAR?): Any component of the University 
responsible for the production and/or maintenance of_ public records. 









Regulations Governing Inspection of the Public Records of 
Morehead State University. 
Pursuant to KRS 61.870 to 61.884, the public is notified that the 
non-exempt public records of Morehead State University are open 
for inspection during regular business hours upon written request 
to the official custodian of the records as set forth hereinbelow. 
The principal office of Morehead State University is the Office of 
the President, located at 201 Howell-McDowell Administration 
Building, University Boulevard, Morehead, Kentucky 40351, and 
the President shall be the official custodian of the public records of 
Morehead State University. The regular business hours for the 
Office of the President are 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. 
Requesting parties will be notified in writing within three (3) 
working days after receipt of the request for inspection as to the 
availability of the records requested or of any reason why the 
requested records are not available. 
Upon written request, copies of written material in the non-exempt 
public records of Morehead State University will be furnished to 
any person requesting them for non-commercial purposes upon 
payment of a fee of ten cents ($. 10) per page. Copies of non-
written records ( e.g., photographs, maps, material stored in 
computer files, library items, etc.) shall be furnished in standard 
format upon payment of a charge equal to the actual cost of 
producing copies of such records by the most economic process 
not likely to damage or alter the record. If said copies of written 
and non-written materials are requested to be mailed, such will be 
mailed upon receipt of all fees and the costs of mailing. 
Upon written request, copies of the non-exempt public records of 
Morehead State University will be furnished for commercial 
purposes in accordance with the provisions ofKRS 61.874(4)(5). 
For all requests for commercial purposes, a certified statement will 
be required from the requesting party stating the specific 
commercial purpose for which the records are to be used. 
Additionally, the requesting party shall enter into a contractual 
agreement with Morehead State University limiting the use of the 
records to the specific commercial purpose enumerated in the 
certified statement. A reasonable fee will be established for each 

































Acceptance of Transfer Credit 
Student Loads 
Course Numbering 
Extraordinary Faculty Compensation - Summer Courses 




Incomplete Grade "I" 
Academic Program Competencies 
Telecourse Credit 
Second Degree Requirements 
Academic Grievance Procedure 
Guidelines for Assessing Faculty Credentials 
Consulting by Faculty Members and Academic Administrators 
Military Credit 
Guidelines Specific to Librarians 
Selection, Orientation, and Supervision of Part-Time Faculty 
Members 
Occupational Health For Animal Care Workers 
Conflicts of Interest/Financial Disclosures in Projects with 
External Funding 




Procedures For Closing Of School Due to Hazardous Weather 
Graduate Assistantship Housing Benefit 
Faculty International Identification Cards & Medical Insurance 
Student International Identification Cards & Medical Insurance 










Staff Performance Management System 
Assessment of Tuition for Graduate Students 
Americans with Disabilities Act Complaint Procedures 
Sick Leave Pool 
MSU Operating Guidelines 
Staff Education Bonus Program 






























Telecommunications Resource Usage 
Accident Reporting Procedures 
Administrative Data Responsibility 
MSU Student Motor Vehicle Operating Program 
Procedures for Collection and Control of Cash Receipts for 
Campus Events Requiring Ticket Sales 
Technology Acquisitions and Management 
Matters Involving Foreign Nationals Employed by the University 
Notification for Recovery of Fiscal Loss 
. Reimbursement of Expenses Associated with Interviews 
Bus Scheduling for Non-University Groups 
Salary Increase Upon Being Awarded an Advanced or New 
Degree 
Motor Pool Regulations and Procedures 
Storage and Disposal of Surplus Fixed Assets 
Policy for External Vendors Conducting Sales on Campus 
Children and Other Dependents in the Workplace 
Position Evaluation Review Procedure 
Out-of-State Student Tuition Assessment with Extended 
Campus Center Classes 
Policy and Procedures Related to the State Tuition Policy 
Morehead State University Faculty and Staff Tuition Waiver 
Program 
Procedures for Environmental Review of Real Estate Property 
Review Process for Undergraduate Admission Applicants with 
Reported Criminal Convictions · 
Procedures for Refunds and Repayments of Student Financial 
Assistance 
Issuance of Academic and Administrative Facility Keys to 
Students 
Procedure for Release of Sensitive Student Information 
Regulations Governing Inspection of the Public Records of 
Morehead State University 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ■ UPO BOX 1331 ■ MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 ■ 606-783-2298 
To: All MSU Faculty 
All Student Organizations 
From: Student Activities Council 
Student Government Association 
Date: March 1, 2000 
On Tuesday, March 21, 2000, at 4:00 p.m. in the Riggle Room of ADUC, SAC 
and SGA will be presenting lecturer Tim Augustine. Tim is the Human Resources 
Director for Unitech System, Inc., an international software company based in 
Chicago, Illinois. This lecture, entitled "How Hard Are You Knocking," instructs 
participants on how to do everything from researching a company to dressing for 
the interview to following up afterwards. Tim stresses the importance of starting 
your resume as a freshman and how to build on it throughout your college career. 
The MSU Alumni Association will be sponsoring the annual Graduation Fair for 
graduating seniors on Tuesday, March 21 st and Wednesday, March 22nd-
This is a great event for all students who will be seeking jobs in the future. 
Please encourage_your students and members of your organization to attend. Many 
students have found this beneficial when searching for jobs. For additional 
information, please contact Susette Redwine at 783-2071. 
I 
www.morehead-st.edu MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
PRESIDENT 
UPO 1331 
150 UNIVERSITY BLVD 
,MOREHEAD. KY 40351-1689 
J 




314 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 







MSU Student Organizations 
Lora Pace 'If 
Coordinator of Retention 
February 21, 2000 
Peer Advisor Applicants for Fall 2000 
The Office of Retention is now accepting applications for peer advisors for the Fall 2000 
semester. Based upon the very positive evaluations of the peer advisor program by 
this year's MSU 101 instructors, the peer advisor will continue to be an important part of 
MSU 101. We are asking student organization leaders to recommend applicants for 
the peer advisor positions and to please announce this in your next meeting. 
The qualifications for Peer Advisors are: 1) sophomore, junior, or senior standing at 
MSU; 2) in good standing with the university; 3) has a 2.8 cumulative GPA; 4) involved 
in university extracurricular activities; and 5) has 8 hours per week to devote to 
freshmen students. Peer advisors are paid bi-weekly at minimum wage. 
Applications are available in the Office of Retention, 314 Allie Young. Completed 
applications are due by March 24, 2000. 




PAYS MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
Palmer Development House 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689 
Telephone: 606-783-2599 
Fax: 606-783-5089 
Toll Free: 1-800-833-4483 




Thank you for supporting Morehead State University! Enclosed is an 
Annual Report for the endowed fund( s) that you have supported through the 
MSU Foundation, Inc. during the calendar year of 1999. We are delighted that 
our endowments are growing steadily as a result of the support and dedication 
of individuals like you. 
The future of Morehead State University is continually strengthened 
through your generosity and consideration. We will keep you informed as to 
the status of the funds that you support on an annual basis. However, if you 
should have any questions about these funds at any time, please call our office 
at 1 800 833 4483, and we will be happy to supply you with information. 
We appreciate your confidence and support. Your gift allows us to offer 
a quality, affordable higher education to the youth of our region. We are happy 
to be your University of the Mountains! 
w-~ to/~ 
William J. Higginbotham, CEO 
MSU Foundation, Inc. 
Annual Endowment Report 
MSU Foundation, Inc. 
Palmer Development House 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689 
Telephone: 606-783-2599 
Fax: 606-783-5089 




The MSU 'r1oundation) Inc. is pleased to provide y ou with this annual 
endowment report. Your investment in Morehead State Universiry is an 
importantpart ef our endowment, which has reached near!J $9 million as ef 
December 1999. Spendable income generated qy our endowment pool is vital in 
the support ef scholarships) prqfessorships) program enhancements) and other 
academic pursuits. Virtuai!J every aspect ef the U niversiry can benefit in some 
wqy from endowed gifts such as y ours. 
Investment ef endoivment monies is managed qy the Finance Committee ef 
the Board of Trustees ef the MSU Foundation. The investment poliry established 
~y this Committee is designed to protect the "purchasingpowern ef y our gift over 
time and provide steaqy) predictable amounts qf spendable income f ree from ryclical 
fluctuations in the market. 
We strive to be good stewards ef the gifts invested in Morehead State 
Universiry qy !(!Jal alumni and friends like y oune!f. Thank y ou again for y our 
investment in Morehead State Universiry, y our University ef the Mountains. 
Endowed fund: MSU SCA 
William]. J---ligginbotham, CE 0 
MSU Foundation, Im: 
Current balance as of 12/31/99: $112,288.20 
(does not include last semi annual 1999 interest distribution) 
Recipient(s) 99-2000: Antki1v, Vanessa; Chase, Melvin; Daniel, Paul]ason; 
J--.lolt Ta t!Jeka 
ify ou have any questions, please contact me. (606) 783-2599 or 
(800) 833-GIVE 
DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS 
MARCH 10, 2000 
TO: 
FROM: 
















Pauline Young a 
Sue y _ Luckey, Chair ~ 
2000 Founders Day Committee 
-~ MOR&IEAD 
SATE l.NVERSl1Y. 
PALMER DEVELOPMENT HOUSE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2033 
FAX: 606-783-5089 
RE: MEETING FRIDAY, MARCH 24, 2000, AT 3:00 P.M. 
CONFERENCE ROOM, ALUMNI CENTER 
The third meeting of the 2000 Founders Day Commictee will be held 
at 3:00 p.m. on Friday, March 24, 2000, in the Conference Room, 
Alumni Center. 
We will be reviewing plans for April 6, discussing the specific 
details for t he Retiree Breakfast, for the Memorial Brick Ceremony, 
for the Luncheon, and for the Breckinridge Groundbreaking Ceremony. 
If you cannot attend, please call me at 783-2741 or send e-mail to 
s.luckey@morehead-st.edu. 
c: President Ron Eaglin 
MSU is on offlrmot1ve ac tion equol opportunity educational institution. 
EXTENDED CAMPUS. CONTINUING EDUCATION AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
MEMORANDUM 




University Planning Committee 
March 10, 2000 





MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2005 
FAX: 606-783-5083 
The University Planning Committee has reviewed and prioritized the 43 strategic activities for 
2000/2001. The committee appreciated the time you and the vice presidents devoted to the 
submission of these activities. The opportunity to meet with you and the vice presidents on 
January 27, 2000 was very helpful to the committee in-determining the recommendations. 
The rankings of strategic activities reveal several themes that are important to the future of the 
University. 
• ADA and student safety and welfare 
• Faculty development to enhance learning and teaching 
J • Technological support to impact student learning 
_,) 
The strategic activities in rank order are attached to this memorandum. There are several 
requests for multimedia carts. The costs of these carts varied from department to department 
based on the needs of the department.· The committee suggests that the minimum standards 
developed by the Teaching, Learning, and Technology Roundtable last year be used to fund as 
many of these requests as possible. 
The University Planning Committee suggests that these strategic priorities be considered in 
relationship to the preliminary report from the SACS Visiting Team and the report of the 
Enrollment Task Force. 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Larry Keenan or Dan Connell. 
enclosure 
c: Dr. Michael Moore 
Mr. Porter Dailey 
Mr. Michael Mincey 
Mr. Keith Kappes 
Dr. Lynn Haller 
Mr. Todd Thacker 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 
www.moreheadstate.edu MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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Morehead State University 
University Planning Committee 
Strategic Activities 
2000-2001 
DIVISION RANK UNIT DESCRIPTION FUNDS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS RANK 
PRESNP UNIT PLAN PLAN TOTAL 
RANK GOAUQBJ COMM 
Academic 1 HPER Swim Lift for Disabled $3,585 OT 25 20 41.83 86.83 1 
Affairs 
Student Life 1 Public Safety New UFH radio system on same frequency $12,000 OT 25 20 39.82 84.82 2 
band as other area law enforcement 
President Affirmative Action ADA Compliance $20,000 R 25 22 36.88 83.88 3 
Student Life 2 Public Safety Computer-based CCTV for parking areas and $19,116OT 24 20 38.76 82.76 4 
crime prevention 
Academic 2 LSE Travel & Training for Professional Dev. School $1,000 OT 24 23 34.33 81.33 5 
Affairs 3,500R 
Academic 7 VPAA Center for Teaching and Learning $40,000 R 19 25 33.17 77.17 6 
Affairs 
Academic 5 VPAA Summer Fellowships $60,000 R 21 25 31.11 77.11 7 
Affairs 
Academic 3 E, FL & P PC-Replacement for Fixed-Term Faculty $4,500 R 23 17 36.59 76.59 8 
Affairs 
Administration 1 Office of Information Expand and enhance telecommunications NONE 25 17 33.25 75.25 9 
and Fiscal Technology systems/services 
Services 
President Affirmative Action Affirmative Action Program funding $7,750 R 24 22 28 74 
10 
Academic 4 Math Replace Projectors Lappin 126 & 241 $13,000 OT 22 17 34.33 73.33 11 
Affairs 
Administration 2 Office of Fiscal Services Implement the Eagle Card Program/Joint $279,513 OT 24 20 29.12 73.12 12 
and Fiscal Proposal $189,857 R 
Services 
Student Life 4 Admissions/Financial Aid Staff position for verification and data entry" $21,043 R 22 20 29.41 71.41 13 
salary and fringes 
Student Life 3 Student Housing Resident hall entry system-hardware supplies $120,000 OT 23 20 27.71 70.71 14 
and installation in 14 resident halls 
Academic 6 VPAA Dept. Brochures $20,000 R 20 13 37.61 70.61 15 
Affairs 




Morehead State University 
DIVISION RANK UNIT DESCRIPTION FUNDS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS RANK 
PRESNP UNIT PLAN PLAN TOTAL 
RANK GOAUOBJ COMM 




Academic 10 Art Multi-Media Cart $8,000 OT 16 17 34.59 67.59 
18 
Affairs 
Student Life 5 Student Activities Two Select II Duplex Printers - ID card system $10,000 OT 21 17 28.29 66.29 
19 
enhancements 
Administration 5 Office of Physical Plant Energy conservation HVAC audits and facility $133,000 OT 21 20 25.29 66.29 
19 
and Fiscal humidity temperature 
Services 
Academic 11 GGH Multi-Media Cart $15,000 OT 15 17 
33,94 65.94 21 
Affairs 
Administration 3 Office of Information Convert fixed-term programming positions to $94,458 R 23 20 22.59 
65.59 22 
and Fiscal Technology Standing I 
Academic 14 Physical Science Student Tutors for Chemistry $5,274 R 12 21 32.29 
65.29 23 
Affairs 
Academic 12 Business Multi-Media Cart $5,000 OT 14 17 33.59 
64,59 24 
Affairs 
'Administration 9 Office of Information Workstations in ADUC and Alumni Tower to $25,380 OT 17 17 30.29 
64,29 25 
and Fiscal Technology web-based terminals/Joint Proposal $1,575 R 
Services 
Administration 10 Office of Information Expand microcomputer acquisition program $47,300 R 16 17 31.06 
64.06 26 
and Fiscal Technology Uoint with budget/Joint Proposal 
Services Academic Affairs) 
Academic 8 Sociology Half-Time S~cretary for Social Work Prog. $9,278 R 18 21 24.31 63.31 27 
Affairs 
Academic 13 Communications Multi-Media Cart(s) $15,808 OT 13 17 
32.53 62,53 28 
Affairs 




Administration 8 Information Technology Academic computer systems enhancement $74,600 OT 18 17 26.47 
61.47 30 
and Fiscal (Office of Academic $13,050 R 
Services Computing) 
Student Life 8 Student Development Keynote speaker and other presentations for $8,000 R 18 20 23.24 
61.24 31 
new student ortentation 
Page2 
"' \ ~ 
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Morehead State University 
DIVISION RANK UNIT DESCRIPTION FUNDS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS RANK 
PRESNP UNIT PLAN PLAN TOTAL 
RANK GOAUOBJ COMM 
Student Life 6 Admissions/Financial Aid Communication Specialist for Admissions and $21,043 R 20 13 27.65 60.65 32 
Financial Aid-salary and fringes 
Academic 15 Physical Science Field Trips for Intro. To Geology $2,000 R 11 21 27.82 59,82 33 
Affairs 
President Dev & Alumni Relations Alumni Relations-increased publication budget $20,000 R 23 15 21.59 59.59 34 
Student Life 7 Student Housing Assistant Director of Housing for Residence $50,443 R 19 20 19.71 58.71 35 
Education-salary and fringes 
Student Life 9 Multicultural Student Programming and operational support for $10,000 OT 17 20 20.76 57.76 36 
Services revamped International Student Services and $12;000 R 
Office of Multicultural Student Services 
Administration 6 Office of Information Technology consultant position $29,731 R 20 17 19.88 56.88 37 
and Fiscal Technology 
Services 
Academic 16 BSECC Staff for Computer Labs $11,400·R 10 17 28.65 55.65 38 
Affairs 
Academic 17 AAECC Staff & Supplies for Computer Lab $10,900 R 9 17 27.71 53.71 39 
Affairs 
Academic 19 Library New Microfiche Reader/Printer $12,792OT 7 18 28 53 40 
Affairs $208R 
Academic 18 LVECC Staff & Supplies for Computer Lab $10,600R 8 17 27.29 52.29 · 41 
Affairs 
Student Life 10 Multicultural Student Secretary Specialist and non-exempt Assistant $54,000 R 16 20 14.94 50.94 42 
Services for International Student Services 












March 20, 2000 
Environmental Analysis for New Strategic Plan 
MOREHEAD, KENl\JCKY 40351-1689 
The subcommittee that is developing the new stratetgic plan has developed a DRAFT 
environmental analysis that will be discussed at the next Planning Committee meeting. 
The next PC meeting is scheduled for Friday, March 24 at I :50 p.m. in East Room A of 
ADUC. Please review the draft for discussion. Thank you. 
alw 
__) 
ENVIRONMENT AL ANALYSIS 
I. ACADEMIC/INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS 
1. Evaluation of programs will be conducted based on both quality and program 
·productivity. Assessment measures will be further refined. Changes in 
academic programs will primarily involve restructuring existing programs 
and/or development of cooperative agreements with other institutions of 
higher education. 
2. The changing nature of the student body will demand continuous examination 
ofpolici!'~ regarding degree attainment, program offerings and requirements, 
and delivery systems in tenns of: 
a. Scheduling of courses 
b: Promoting course offerings 
c. infonning on and off campus personnel of developments 
3. There will be increasing emphasis from both students and employers for 
work-related experiences to supplement in-class experience. 
4. There will be a review of the recently adopted general education program 
which should be conducted in light of both assessment and current 
enrollment/fmancial circumstances. 
5. There will be continued emphasis on articulation agreements with community 
and technical colleges. 
6. There will be continued emphasis on appropriately incorporating technology 
into the teac/nng and learning process. 
7. There will be a continued emphasis on the development of technological 
delivery of instructional programs and services. 
A. TEACHER EDUCATION will be a priority for the University as a whole. 
I. The entire methodology for educating future teachers will be reviewed, 
including admission standards, with an emphasis on: 
a. better coordination of content and pedagogical methods 
b. providing earlier and more consistent classroom experiences 
c. developing viable alternative certification methods 
d. continuing education for public.school teachers and staff 





HUMAN RESOURCES . . 
I. The current faculty is seen as a strength for the University in its emphasis on 
teaching and the competency of teachers at all levels within the classroom 
setting. However upcoming challenges include: 
a. · recruiting and retaining a qualified, culturally diverse faculty and staff 
suited to the University's needs, especially in technically-related areas 
b. achieving competitive salaries at all levels 
c. assessing performance adequately to fairly recognize and reward 
personnel 
2. Due to greater demands for collaborative and regionally-focused efforts there 
will be a need to review the tenure and promotion processes to include a greater 
emphasis on applied research and community 
PHYSICAL RESOURCES 
A Technology: This is a current strength of the University but one that needs 
continuous attention and planning to continue the efficient and effective 
acquisition and use of technology best-suited to the University's needs. 
1. continuation of the micro-computer replacement program 
2. completion and maintenance of the campus network to all relevant 
parties 
3. greater use of technology in instructional delivery which will continue 
to mean a need for faculty and staff to be trained and supported in their 
use of technology 
4. The University's WEB Site(s) must be expanded and improved so they 
can be seen as an integral part of the University's recruitment and 
public information functions. 
B. Infrastructure: The maintenance and renovation of physical facilities both on 
the main and extended campuses must be prioritized and planned for. This 
might involve a revision of the campus plan. 
I. Such planning should be adequately communicated to the whole 
campus. 
2. Such planning should recognize the importance of the residence halis 
and library to student recruitment and retention. 
N. FINANCIAL RESOURCES: Financial resources will be increasingly dependent 
upon a combination of meeting externally set goals and acquiring external funds. 
A State Funding 
I. There will be no significant increase in state appropriations for general 
operating 
2. There will be greater attention paid to accountability and increasing 
enrollment and graduation rates 
3. There will be significant time/attention spent meeting endowment and 
state trust matching funds 
B. External Funding 
1. There will be more money available from grants for a variety of sources. 
a. Faculty and staff will require enhanced training and support to 
access these funds. 
C. Development 
1. All campus constituencies will need to be involved in development efforts. 
a. development efforts will be prioritized to meet state matching 
requirements 
b. other campus needs must be incorporated into development planning 
a. greater communication across campus concerning efforts and 
opportunities will be essential 
V. STUDENTS: There will be a continued emphasis on access to higher education in 
areas with low edu\:ational attainment where it has been limited but the continued 
decrease in the number of traditional age students and the increasing competition 
for those students will be a factor for all schools. 
A. Recruitment: There will be a need for continuous assessment of the 
organization and effectiveness of the offices and procedures involved with 
recruitment. 
1. Strategies must be developed for recruiting: 
a. out-of-state students 
b. non-traditional students and lifelong learners 
c.community college and technical college students 
d. GED students 
e. skilled workers 
f. minority students 
g. international students 
2. Expanded marketing efforts targeted at specific potential student 
populations will be necessary 
3. Coordination and planning for graduate recruitment will assume a greater 
role 
4. Technology will be used to make higher education accessible to the 
underserved. 
B. Retention: There will be a need for continuous assessment of the organization 
and effectiveness of the offices and procedures involved with retention . 
1. Strategies and rewards for effectively involving faculty in retention will 
need to be developed. 
2. An increased emphasis will be placed on retention of minority and 
international students which may require specific support structures 
• 
) 
3. Student services will need to develop programs responsive to the changing 
nature of the student body 
4. Remediation of underprepared students will become more important. 
VI. PUBLIC SREVICE 
I. Greater demand for collaboration with the public schools both directly and 
through the P-16 Councils. 
2. Increased demand for university involvement with economic development 
3. Increased demand to expand and assist in workforce development 
4. More opportunities to engage communities in collaborative ventures 
VII. RESEARCH 
I. There will be a continued emp)lasis on applied research, especially research 
specific to the region. 
2. There will be a continued emphasis on collaborative efforts between MoS and 
other institutions. 
VIII. GOVERNANCE: There is a need for continuous improvement through planning 
and assessment. 
I. Must meet CPE's institutional goals 
2. Must respond to state and federal regulations 
3. CPE will require greater accountability of academic programs 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
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March 28, 2000 
It is indeed my pleasure to invite the members of the Founders Day Committee 
to be my special guests for the 2000 Founders Day luncheon to be held in the Crager Room 
of the ADUC at noon on Thursday, April 6. 
Needless to say, the activities that were planned and implemented for this day 
took several hours of hard work, creativity, and expertise. T o say "thank you," I would like 
to have the opportunity to publicly recognize all of your efforts during the luncheon 
program on April 6. 
Please give Soni a call at 3-2599 by Friday, March 31, to let us know if you will be 







Ronald G. Eaglin 
President 








Chair, Faculty Senate 
Chair, Staff Congress 
President, Student Government Association 
Cliliir, MSU Foundation Board ofTnisteeif 
President, MSU Alumni Association 
Bonnie Eaglin 
April 13, 2000 




MOREHEAD. KENT\JCKY 40351-1689 
·, ., .i •; "'··. ,L•.'. As the time approaches·for this-year's Spring Gala, it<is,appropriate to,take·a lookaHhe•amount:of ,; .· .. ',: .. ;·,, 
< ... · ·:. c:;. •money that has been raised over the past seven.years ,through this annual event:.,rrbe net proceeds . •·., . ,, •. :. 
,: ,( · ,:from ,each .year' s:Gala go directly.to .benefit the·academic· departments and programs that·make the , · •:,", ,!,: , · · 
· ,, : ., . · event possible. The proceeds•from.the Spring,2000 Gala will ·go into •the ,University's-endowment. . . · · , ·: c , 
benefiting academic programs and will be matched dollar for dollar by state funds: At present, we , ..... . 
anticipate raising approximately $50,000 with this year's Gala which·will mean that the University· 
will be able to add about $100,000 to the endowment through this one•event. 
The following reports the amount of money raised by the Gala since the inaugural event was held 
in 1993. 
YEAR INCOME EXPENSES NET PROCEEDS 
1993 $38,295 $22,612 $15,683 
1994 39,790 17,380 22,410 
1995 57,991 17,533 40,458 
1996 78,949 29,388 49, 561 
1997 66,063 27,136 38,928 
1998 70,992 26,860 44,132 
1999 68,288 21,464 46,824 
TOTALS $420,368 $162,373 $257,996 
If you have questions about this information or about this year's Gala, please call me 
(3-2205) or Al Baldwin (3-2150) or Susette Redwine (3-2071). 
cc: Dr. Eaglin 
Members, Gala Committee 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Student Government Association 
Attn: Brandon Fraley, President 
UPO Box 1331 
150 University Boulevard 
Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Dear Brandon: 
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SGA's recent gift of $25,000 to MSU, to establish the Larry Stephenson SGA 
Graduate Fellowship Endowment, is deeply appreciated. 
It certainly is no secret that all public institutions of higher education have financial 
needs which cannot be met with appropriated funds and student fees. Private gifts like this 
enable us to stretch our resources in these tough times, and to continue to provide quality. 
In compliance with Section 170 (f) (8) of the Internal Revenue Code, I hereby certify 
that you have received no goods or services in exchange for your gift. This letter will serve 
as your official receipt. 
Please help me spread the word to others who also have the means to help, and 
thanks again for being such a special friend. 
ehf 
~c: Larry Stephenson 
~ ~.ti 
Ronald G. Eaglin 
President 
MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational lnstiMlon. 
